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GENERAL PROVISIONS

History: C. 1953, 78-45d-11, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 11, § 2; 1987, ch. 89, § 9.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-45d-l.
Amendment Notes. - The 1987 amend-

78-45d-12.

78-45d-13

ment designated the former undesignated
paragraphs as Subsections (1) and (2); in Subsections (1) and (2), substituted "jurisdiction"
for "state" and inserted "child"; and added Subsection (3).

Records and documentation - Distribution or
refund of collected income - Allocation of payments among multiple notices to withhold.

(1) The office shall keep adequate records to document and monitor all child
support payments received under this chapter.
(2) The office shall promptly distribute child support payments which it
receives from a payor, to the obligee, unless those payments are owed to the
department.
(3) The office shall promptly refund any improperly withheld income to the
obligor.
(4) The office may allocate child support payments received from an obligor
under this ·chapter among multiple notices to withhold which it has issued
with regard to that obligor, in accordance with rules promulgated by the office
to govern that procedure.
History: C. 1953, 78-45d-12, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 11, § 2; 1987, ch. 89, § 10.

78-45d-13.

Amendment Notes. - The 1987 amendment added Subsection (4).

Income withholding

upon obligor's request.

Whether or not a delinquency has occurred, an obligor may request that the
office implement income withholding procedures under this chapter for payment of his child support obligations.
History: C. 1953, 78-45d-13, enacted by L.
1985, ch. 11, § 2.

Effective Dates. - Laws 1985, ch. 11, § 3
makes this chapter effective on July 1, 1985.

V

PART
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CHAPTER 46
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section
78-46-1. Short title.
78-46-2. Jurors selected from random cross
section - Opportunity and obligation to serve.
78-46-3. Discrimination prohibited.
78-46-4. Definitions.
78-46-5. Number of trial jurors.
78-46-6. Alternate trial jurors - Selection Duties and function.

Section
78-46-7.
78-46-8.

Persons competent to serve as jurors.
Determination on juror qualification
- Persons not competent to
serve as jurors.
78-46-9. Jury commissioners - Appointment
- Qualifications - Term Compensation - Vacancy.
78-46-10. Master list maintained by jury commission - Public examination
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78-46-1
Section

78-46-11.
78-46-12.

78-46-13.

78-46-14.

JUDICIAL CODE
- Lists used in compiling master list available to jury commission.
Master jury wheel - Selection of
names to put in jury wheel.
Drawing prospective juror names
from master wheel - Juror
qualification form - Content
- Completion - Penalties for
failure to complete or misrepresentation - Joint jury wheel
for court authorized.
Drawing juror panels - Notice to jurors - Procedure when shortage of jurors drawn - Public
inspection of names drawn and
content of qualification forms
- Exception.
Qualified prospective jurors not exempt from jury service.

78-46-1.

Section
78-46-15. Excuse from jury service.
78-46-16. Jury not selected in conformity with
chapter - Procedure to challenge - Relief available - Exclusive remedy.
78-46-17. Preservation of records and papers.
78-46-18. Compensation and travel expenses
of jurors.
78-46-19. Limitations on jury service.
78-46-20. Penalties for failure to appear or
complete jury service.
78-46-21. Employer not to discharge or
threaten employee for jury service - Criminal penalty Civil action by employee.
78-46-22. Grand jury selection - Examination
of jurors by court - Number of
jurors constituting grand jury.
78-46-23. Court administrator's duties and responsibilities.

Short title.

This act shall be known and may be cited as the "Jury Selection and Service
Act."
History: C. 1953, 78-46-1, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - Laws 1979,
ch. 130, § 1 repealed former §§ 78-46-1 to
78-46-33 (R.S. 1898, §§ 1291 to 1316, 1318 to
1323; L. 1905, ch. 15, § 1; 1905, ch. 102, § l;
C.L. 1907, §§ 1291 to 1316, 1318 to 1323; C.L.
1917, §§ 3591 to 3616, 3618 to 3623; L. 1925,
ch. 18, § l; 1925,ch. 19, § l; 1929,ch.87, § l;
R.S. 1933, §§ 40-0-1 to 40-0-33; L. 1933, ch. 36,
§ l; 1933 (2nd S.S.), ch. 11, § l; C. 1943,

40-0-1 to 40-0-33; L. 1947, ch. 65, §§ 1, 2;
1949, ch. 59, § 1; 1949, ch. 60, § 1; 1967, ch.
209, § 4; 1967, ch. 221, § l; 1971, ch. 44, § 2;
1971 (1st S.S.), ch. 8, § 1; 1977, ch. 77, §§ 70 to
73; 1977, ch. 140, § 4; 1977, ch. 144, §§ 1, 2),
relating to the selection and qualifications of
jurors, and enacted present §§ 78-46-1 to
78-46-23.
Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act" means Laws 1979, Chapter 130, which appears as this chapter.
§§

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. - Utah Legislative
Survey - 1979, 1980 Utah L. Rev. 155.

78-46-2.

Jurors selected from random cross section - Opportunity and obligation to serve.

It is the policy of this state that persons selected for jury service be selected
at random from a fair cross section of the population of the area served by the
court, and that all qualified citizens have the opportunity in accordance with
this act to be considered for jury service and have the obligation to serve as
jurors when summoned for that purpose.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-2, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Meaning of "this act". - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
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78-46-4

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

A.L.R. - Validity of requirement or practice of selecting prospective jurors exclusively
from list of registered voters, 80 A.L.R.3d 869.

78-46-3.

Discrimination

Validity of statutory classifications based on
population - jury selection statutes, 97
A.L.R.3d 434.

prohibited.

A citizen shall not be excluded or exempt from jury service on account of
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-3, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Cross-References. - Constitutional guarantee of equal protection, Utah Const., Art. I,
Sec. 2.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

A.L.R. - P~remptory challenge used to exclude from jury persons belonging to a class or
race, 79 A.L.R.3d 14.
Racial or ethnic prejudice of prospective ju-

78-46-4.

rors as proper subject of inquiry or ground of
challenge on voir dire in state criminal case, 94
A.L.R.3d 15.

Definitions.

(1) "Jury" means a body of persons temporarily selected from the citizens of
a particular county invested with power to present and indict a person for a
public offense, or to try a question of fact.
(2) "Grand jury" means a body of seven persons selected from the citizens of
a particular county before a court of competent jurisdiction and sworn to
inquire into public offenses committed or triable within the county.
(3) "Trial jury" means a body of persons selected from the citizens of a
particular county before a court or officer of competent jurisdiction, and sworn
to try and determine by verdict a question of fact.
(4) "Court" means trial courts, and includes, when the context requires, any
judge or justice of the court.
(5) "Clerk" or "clerk of the court" means the person so designated by title
and includes any deputy clerk.
(6) "Master list" means the most recent official ·register of voters for each
voting district in the county, together with names from other sources as prescribed by the state Supreme Court.
(7) "Official register of voters" means the book maintained for each voting
district containing the names of persons registered to vote within the voting
district in the most recent general election.
(8) "Jury wheel" means any physical device or electronic system for the
storage of the names or identifying numbers of prospective jurors.
(9) "Master jury wheel" means the jury wheel in which are placed names or
identifying numbers of prospective jurors taken from the master list pursuant
to this act.
(10) "Qualified jury wheel" means the jury wheel in which are placed the
names or identifying numbers of prospective jurors whose names are drawn at
random from the master jury wheel and are determined to be qualified to
serve as jurors.
701
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JUDICIAL CODE

History: C. 1953, 78-46-4, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1; 1986, ch. 119, § 1; 1987,
ch. 92, § 160.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1986 amendment made minor changes in phraseology in
Subsections (5) and (6).
The 1987 amendment corrected a misspelled
word.
Meaning of "this act". - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
Cross-References. - Challenging criminal
jury, § 77-35-18.

Demand for jury as necessary, Utah Const.,
Art. I, Sec. 10.
Formation of grand jury, § 77-10-1 et seq.
Formation, powers and duties of grand jury
to be as prescribed by legislature, Utah Const.,
Art. I, Sec. 13.
Number of jurors required to concur in verdict, Utah Const., Art. I, Sec. 10.
Number required to constitute jury, Utah
Const., Art. I, Sec. 10; § 78-46-5.
Powers and duties of grand jury,§ 77-11-1 et
seq.
Secrecy of grand
jury
proceedings,
§ 77-11-10.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Key Numbers. Jury
1 et seq.

Am. Jur. 2d. - 38 Am. Jur. 2d Grand Jury

§ 1 et seq.; 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 1 et seq.

C.J.S. - 38 C.J.S. Grand Juries§
50 C.J.S. Juries § 1 et seq.

78-46-5.

1 et seq.;

Grand Jury~

1 et seq.;

Number of trial jurors.

(1) A trial jury in capital cases shall consist of twelve jurors.
(2) A trial jury in district court in noncapital criminal or civil cases shall
consist of eight jurors; provided that in misdemeanor and civil cases the jury
may consist of any number less than eight upon which the parties may agree
in open court.
(3) A trial jury in a circuit or justice court shall consist of six jurors in a
class A misdemeanor trial, and in other criminal or civil cases the trial jury
shall consist of four jurors or of any number less than four upon which the
parties may agree in open court.
(4) A trial jury in a juvenile court shall consist of four jurors.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-5, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Cross-References. - Number of jurors,
Utah Const., Art. I, Sec. 10.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Constitutionality.
Capital cases.
Eight-man jury.
Trial before unlawful jury.
Waiver.
Constitutionality.
Trial for noncapital felony, committed after
statehood, by jury of only eight persons did not
deprive accused of due process guaranteed by
United States Constitution. Maxwell v. Dow,

176 U.S. 581, 20 S. Ct. 448, 44 L. Ed. 597
(1899).
Provision for eight-man juries in non-capital
cases, as applied to one charged with noncapital crime, did not violate due process guaran-
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78-46-6

teed by United States Constitution. In re
McKee, 19 Utah 231, 57 P. 23 (1899).

only eight persons. State v. Imlay, 22 Utah
156, 61 P. 557 (1900).

Capital cases.
Information, which charged that homicide
was committed unlawfully, willfully, intentionally, feloniously, and with malice aforethought, was sufficient to support verdict of,
and sentence for, murder in first degree, with
result that defendant was entitled to be tried
by jury of twelve persons, and could not, over
his objection, legally be tried by jury of only
eight persons. State v. Campbell, 24 Utah 103,
66 P. 771 (1901).

Trial before unlawful jury.
Where criminal case is tried before unlawful
jury, all proceedings, after plea entered, are
wholly void for lack of jurisdiction, and judgment and sentence in case are nullities and
may be so treated by everyone at all times.
State v. Bates, 22 Utah 65, 61 P. 905, 83 Am.
St. R. 768 (1900).
Waiver.
In jury trial for noncapital offense defendant
effectively waived trial by jury of eight by
agreeing in open court to proceed with seven
jurors after one had become ill. State v.
Heemer, 25 Utah 2d 69, 475 P.2d 1008 (1970).

Eight-man jury.
Defendant, charged with assault with intent
to commit rape, could legally be tried by jury of

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d . .:_ 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 124
et seq.
C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 7.
A.L.R. - Statute reducing number of jurors

78-46-6.

as violative of right to trial by jury,
A.L.R.3d 895.
Key Numbers. - Jury e,, 4.

Alternate trial jurors function.

Selection -

47

Duties and

(1) At the commencement of a felony trial when the court believes the trial
may be long, the judge may cause an entry to that effect in the minutes, and
immediately after the jury is impanelled and sworn, direct the calling of one
additional juror to be known as "alternate juror."
(2) The alternate juror shall be drawn from the same source, in the same
manner and have the same qualifications, be subject to the same examination
and challenges as the jurors already sworn; provided, that each party is entitled to one peremptory challenge to the alternate juror.
(3) The alternate juror shall be seated near, and have equal facilities for
seeing and hearing the proceedings and shall take the same oath as the jurors
already selected. The alternate juror must attend the trial at all times in
company with the other jurors and shall obey the orders and be bound by the
admonition of the court at each adjournment. If the regular jurors are ordered
to be kept in the custody of the sheriff during the trial, the alternate shall be
kept with the other jurors, and, except as herein provided, shall be discharged
when the case is submitted to the jury.
(4) If a juror dies or becomes ill and is unable to perform juror duties prior
to the final submission of the case to the jury, the court may order the alternate juror to assume the juror's place in the jury box. The alternate juror is
subject to the same rules and regulations as the original jurors.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-6, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
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JUDICIAL CODE
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury§ 159.
C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 192.
A.L.R. - Presence of alternate juror in jury

78-46-7.

Persons

competent

room as ground for reversal of state criminal
conviction, 15 A.L.R.4th 1127.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=> 72(1).

to serve as jurors.

(1) A person is competent to serve as a juror if the person is:
(a) a citizen of the United States;
(b) over the age of 18 years;
(c) a resident of the county; and
(d) able to read, speak, and understand the English language.
(2) In municipalities which are not primary or secondary locations for the
circuit court, a person is not competent to serve as a juror in cases involving
the violation of a municipal ordinance unless the person, in addition to meeting the requirements listed in Subsection (1), resides within the municipality
whose ordinance is alleged to have been violated or, in the case of a municipality with a population of fewer than 3,000 persons, resides within 15 miles of
the municipality.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-7, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § l; L. 1985, ch. 92, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1985 amendment designated the introductory language as

subsection (1); redesignated former subsections
(1) through (4) as subsections (l)(a) through
(l)(d); added subsection (2); and made minor
changes in phraseology.
Cross-References. - Religious qualification prohibited, Utah Const., Art. I, Sec. 4.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Citizenship.
Examination on voir dire.
Intelligence tests.
Race.
Citizenship.
To be qualified, juror must be a citizen of the
United States. People v. Reese, 3 Utah 72, 2 P.
61 (1881).
Examination on voir dire.
The trial court has great latitude in examining jurors on voir dire to ascertain their fitness
and competency. State Bank v. Hollingshead,
82 Utah 416, 25 P.2d 612 (1933).
Intelligence tests.
It was error for a trial court to give intelligence tests to prospective jurors and restrict

the jury panel to those thus determined to be
qualified; however, the error was not reversible error where there was no showing that the
jury was not a fair jury taken from a cross-section of the community or that the results of the
trial would have been different if the tests had
not been given. State v. Dodge, 12 Utah 2d 293,
365 P.2d 798 (1961).
Race.
Color of skin is not test of man's right to
render jury service. McPherson v. McCarrick,
22 Utah 232, 61 P. 1004 (1900).
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am, Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 100
et seq.
C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 134 et seq.
A.L.R. - Law enforcement officers as qualified jurors in criminal cases, 72 A.L.R.3d 895.

78-46-8.

Former law enforcement officers as qualified
jurors in criminal cases, 72 A.L.R.3d 958.
Validity of requirement or practice of selecting prospective jurors exclusively from list of
registered voters, 80 A.L.R.3d 869.
Key Numbers. - Jury
1 et seq.

Determination on juror qualification
not competent to serve as jurors.

-

Persons

(1) The court, on its own initiative or when requested by a prospective
juror, shall determine whether the prospective juror is disqualified from jury
service. The court shall base its decision on the information provided on the
juror qualification form, or by interview with the prospective juror or other
competent evidence. The clerk shall enter the court's determination on the
juror qualification form and on the alphabetical list of names drawn from the
master jury wheel.
(2) The following persons are not competent to serve as jurors:
(a) a person who has been convicted of a felony;
(b) a person serving on active duty in the military service of the United
States;
(c) a person who is not capable because of physical or mental disability
of rendering satisfactory jury service. Any person who claims this disqualification may be required to submit a physician's certificate verifying
the disability and the certifying physician is subject to inquiry by the
court at its discretion; or·
(d) a person who does not meet the requirements of§ 78-46-7.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-8, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Ignorance of disqualification.
-Known at impanelling.
-Unknown at impanelling.
Intelligence tests.
Ignorance

of disqualification.

-Known at impanelling.
Neither party nor his counsel will be heard
to complain of a juror's disqualification to
serve, if, at time of impanelling jury, the facts
of disqualification were known. Lund v. Third
Judicial Dist. Court ex rel. Salt Lake County,
90 Utah 433, 62 P.2d 278 (1936), distinguished,
Johnson v. Allen, 108 Utah 148, 158 P.2d 134
(1945).
-Unknown
at impanelling.
Where it appears after trial that a juror has
improperly withheld facts relating to his quali-

fications or bias and that fact was unknown to
a party at the time, a new trial will be granted
in either criminal or civil case. Lund v. Third
Judicial Dist. Court ex rel. Salt Lake County,
90 Utah 433, 62 P.2d 278 (1936), distinguished,
Johnson v. Allen, 108 Utah 148, 158 P.2d 134
(1945).
Intelligence tests.
It was error for a trial court to give intelligence tests to prospective jurors and restrict
the jury panel to those thus determined to be
qualified; however, the error was not reversible error where there was no showing that the
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JUDICIAL CODE

jury was not a fair jury taken from a cross-section of the community or that the results of the
trial would have been different if the tests had

not been given. State v. Dodge, 12 Utah 2d 293,
365 P.2d 798 (1961).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 100
et seq.
C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 134 et seq.
A.L.R. - Juror's presence at or participation in trial of criminal case (or related hearing) as ground of disqualification in subsequent criminal case involving same defendant,
6 A.L.R.3d 519.
Social or business relationship between proposed juror and nonparty witness as affecting
former's qualification as juror, 11 A.L.R.3d
859.
Claustrophobia or other neurosis of juror as
subject of inquiry on voir dire or of disqualification of juror, 20 A.L.R.3d 1420.
Prior service on grand jury which considered
indictment against accused as disqualification
for service on petit jury, 24 A.L.R.3d 1236.
Beliefs regarding capital punishment as dis-

78-46-9.

qualifying
juror
in capital
case-postWitherspoon cases, 39 A.L.R.3d 550.
Similarity of occupation between proposed
juror and alleged victim of crime as affecting
juror's competency, 71 A.L.R.3d 974.
Validity of enactment requiring juror to be
an elector or voter or have qualifications
thereof, 78 A.L.R.3d 1147.
Racial or ethnic prejudice of prospective jurors as proper subject of inquiry or ground of
challenge on voir dire in state criminal case, 94
A.L.R.3d 15.
Affiliation or prejudice of prospective juror
as proper subject of inquiry or ground for challenge on voir dire, 95 A.L.R.3d 172.
- Jury: visual impairment as disqualification, 48 A.L.R.4th 1154.
Key Numbers. - Jury~
34 et seq.

Jury commissioners -Appointmenttions - Term - Compensation -

QualificaVacancy.

(1) Prior to December 1 of each year the judge or judges of the district court
for each county shall appoint two persons as jury commissioners.
(2) Jury commissioners shall be registered voters of the county and shall
serve for one year. Commissioners shall be reimbursed for necessary expenses
incurred in the performance of their official duties. They shall receive compensation at a per diem rate of $25 which shall be paid along with expenses
from the county treasury.
(3) When a vacancy occurs in the office of jury commissioner or when a
commissioner fails to act when required, the judge or judges shall appoint
another person to fill the unexpired term of the commissioner being replaced
or to act for the time being, as the case requires.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-9, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1; 1986, ch. 119, § 2.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1986 amend-

ment deleted "when a general election is held"
following "year" in Subsection (1), substituted
"one year" for "two years" in the first sentence
of Subsection (2), and made stylistic changes in
Subsections (2) and (3).

NOTES TO DECISIONS

Effect of late appointment.
Former statutes which provided for appointment of jury commissioners prior to December
1 and for selection of list of jurors by such commissioners prior to December 15 were directory
only in this particular, and did not make it
valid ground for objection to jury panel that

commissioners were not appointed and did not
select list until after January 1. Williams v.
Oregon Short-Line R.R., 18 Utah 210, 54 P.
991, 72 Arn. St. R. 777 (1898); Nelson v. Southern Pac. Co., 18 Utah 244, 55 P. 364 (1898);
Kennedy v. Oregon Short-Line R.R., 18 Utah
325, 54 P. 988 (1898).
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78-46-11

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury§§
144, 145.

78-46-10.

C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 156.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=, 59(1), (3).

143,

Master list maintained by jury commission
Public examination - Lists used in compiling
master list available to jury commission.

(1) The jury commission for each county shall maintain the master list
which shall be open to the public for examination.
(2) Whoever has custody, possession, or control of any list used in compiling
the master list, including any source designated by the Supreme Court as
supplementary sources, shall make the list available to the jury commission
at all reasonable times.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-10, enacted
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

78-46-11.

by L.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Master jury wheel - Selection of names to put in
jury wheel.

(1) A master jury wheel shall be maintained by each county in the office of
the county clerk. The jury commission shall place the names or identifying
numbers of prospective jurors, taken from the master list, into the jury wheel.
The jury wheel shall be emptied and refilled in December each year, pursuant
to this act.
(2) The number of names to be selected by the jury commission shall be
determined by the judge or judges of the district court for the county. Names
shall be selected, as far as practical, from each of the voting districts within
the county in proportion to the number of voters within each voting district.
Names shall be selected in a random but uniform pattern designed to select
names from each entire list of names contained in the master list of the
county. The name of any person selected may not be excluded by the jury
commissioners except where the person is known by either commissioner to be
deceased.
(3) The name and address of each person selected shall be certified by the
jury commissioners and immediately filed in the office of the clerk of the
district court. The district court clerk shall immediately place the names in
the master jury wheel.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-11, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § l; 1986, ch. 119, § 3.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
Amendment Notes. - The 1986 amendment substituted "each year, pursuant to this
act" for "of each general election year as pre-

scribed in this act" in the third sentence of
Subsection (1) and made minor changes in
phraseology in Subsection (2).
Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act" at the end of Subsection (1) refers to Laws
1979, Chapter 130, which enacted this chapter.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Constitutionality.
Burden of proof.
Effect of improper selection.
Effect of late selection.

Constitutionality.
This section was constitutional even prior to
the 1971 amendment, which deleted "on the
assessment roll" following "legal voters" in the
first sentence, since assessment rolls are not
limited to real property; however, jury selection method used in Salt Lake County from
1960 until 1969 was constitutionally improper
since the names of prospective jurors were chosen only from the real property assessment
rolls instead of from the assessment rolls of all
property; persoqs convicted in Salt Lake
County during that period of time and who objected to their jury panel were improperly convicted but could be tried again. Leggroan v.
Smith, 498 F.2d 168 (10th Cir. 1974).
Burden of proof.
Defendant's allegation without further proof
that jurors in murder trial were probably selected only from assessment roll of real property owners did not establish that jury selection had been made improperly. State v. Johnson, 25 Utah 2d 46, 475 P.2d 543 (1970).
Effect of improper selection.
Although jury commission in selecting

names of persons for master jury list improperly held over names on list from prior year
and selected only persons whose names appeared on assessment roll of real property
rather than both real and personal property,
defendant's motion to quash jury panel and set
aside conviction for grand larceny was properly
denied in absence of showing of prejudice.
State v. Beasley, 22 Utah 2d 423, 454 P.2d 880
(1969).

Effect of late selection.
Former statutes which provided for appointment of jury commissioners prior to December
1 and for selection of list of jurors by such commissioners prior to December 15 were directory
only in this particular, and did not make it a
valid ground for objection to jury panel that
commissioners were not appointed and did not
select list until after January 1. Williams v.
Oregon Short-Line R.R., 18 Utah 210, 54 P.
991, 72 Am. St. R. 777 (1898); Nelson v. Southern Pac. Co., 18 Utah 244, 55 P. 364 (1898);
Kennedy v. Oregon Short-Line R.R., 18 Utah
325, 54 P. 988 (1898).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 136
et seq.

78-46-12.

C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 159.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=> 60, 62.

Drawing prospective juror names from master
wheel - Juror qualification form - Content Completion - Penalties for failure to complete or
misrepresentation - Joint jury wheel for court
authorized.

(1) From time to time, and in a manner prescribed by the district court, the
court clerk shall draw as many names from the master jury wheel as the
district, circuit, justice or juvenile courts by order shall determine. The clerk
of the district shall alphabetize the list of names drawn and furnish it to the
court for which drawn. The names drawn shall not be disclosed to any person
other than pursuant to this act or by specific order of the court.
(2) The clerk of the court for which prospective juror names are furnished
shall mail each prospective juror a juror qualification form and instructions to
complete the form and return it by mail to the clerk within 10 days after it is
received.
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(3) The juror qualification form is subject to approval by the district court
as to matters of form. It shall elicit the name, address and age of the prospective juror and whether such person:
(a) is a citizen of the United States;
(b) is a resident of the county;
(c) is able to read, speak and understand the English language;
(d) has any physical or mental disability impairing the person's capacity to render jury service;
(e) has ever been convicted of a felony; or
(f) is on active duty in the military service of the United States.
The form shall contain the person's declaration that the responses are true
to the best of the person's knowledge. It shall also include a statement that a
willful misrepresentation of a material fact may be punished upon conviction
by a fine of not more than $500 or imprisonment for not more than 30 days or
both. Notarization of the form shall not be required.
(4) If a person receives a juror qualification form and is not able to complete
it, another person may do so and indicate that it has been completed for the
person to whpm it was sent, the name of the person completing the form and
the reason therefor.
(5) If it appears there is an omission, ambiguity, or error in a returned
form, the clerk shall return the form to the prospective juror with instructions
to make the necessary addition, clarification, or correction and to return the
form to the clerk within 10 days after it is received.
(6) Any prospective juror who fails to return a completed form, as instructed, shall be directed by the court to immediately appear before the clerk
to complete the form. A person who fails to appear shall be subject to the
procedures and penalties set forth in § 78-46-20.
(7) Any person who willfully misrepresents a material fact on a juror qualification form for the purpose of avoiding or securing service as a juror is guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction may be fined not more than $500 or
imprisoned not more than 30 days, or both.
(8) The names of all qualified jurors obtained from the list shall be placed
in the qualified jury wheel maintained by each court and shall constitute the
court's source of jurors for such time as the judges of the court shall determine.
(9) Judges of the district court and of any circuit court within the district
may by agreerpent establish a joint qualified jury wheel from which jurors
required by both courts may be drawn or pooled.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-12, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

78-46-13.

Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act", referred to near the end of Subsection (1),
means Laws 1979, Chapter 130, which appears
as this chapter.

Drawing juror panels - Notice to jurors - Procedure when shortage of jurors drawn - Public
inspection of names drawn and content of qualification forms - Exception.

(1) Jury panels shall be drawn from the qualified jury wheel as needed or
ordered by the court.
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(2) A judge of any court may direct the clerk of that court to draw and
assign the number of qualified jurors the judge deems necessary for one or
more jury panels. The clerk shall draw at random from the qualified jury
wheel the number of qualified jurors specified. The qualified jurors drawn for
jury service shall be assigned at random by the clerk to each jury panel in a
manner prescribed by the court.
(3) If a grand or trial jury is ordered to be drawn, the clerk shall cause each
person drawn for jury service to be notified when and where the juror is to
report for service. The notice may be given by telephone or by service of a
summons, either personally or by first class mail which is addressed to the
juror's usual residence, business, or post office address.
(4) If there is an unanticipated shortage of available trial jurors drawn
from a qualified jury wheel, the court may require the clerk of the court to
summon a sufficient number of trial jurors selected at random by the court
from the qualified jury wheel.
(5) The names of qualified jurors drawn from the qualified jury wheel and
the contents of jury qualification forms shall be made available to the public
unless the court determines in any instance that this information, in the
interest of justice, should be kept confidential or its use limited in whole or in
part.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-13, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1; 1986, ch. 119, § 4.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Amendment Notes. - The 1986 amendment substituted "clerk of the court" for "sheriff" in Subsection (4).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Additional jurors for criminal case.
Common-law methods.
Curing errors.
Improper selection.
-Alternate juror.
-Effect.
Statute directory.
Waiver.
Additional jurors for criminal case.
In a criminal case, where venire of jurors
summoned for term has been exhausted, and
court directs additional names to be drawn
from the box, names of jurors not readily accessible because residing at a distance may be
properly laid asjde and other names drawn.
State v. Cluff, 48 Utah 102, 158 P. 701 (1916).
Common-law methods.
There is clear authority for the proposition
that when the mode of obtaining a jury according to the statute has failed, the power to use
the ordinary means is implied; this is incident
to the authority to hold the court and to try
jury cases. Accordingly, district courts may
employ common-law method of summoning a
jury when no other is furnished by statute, or

when method so furnished has been exhausted.
United States v. Clawson, 4 Utah 34, 5 P. 689
(1885), affd, 114 U.S. 477, 5 S. Ct. 949, 29 L.
Ed. 179 (1885).
Curing errors.
Errors in drawing jurors under this section
may be cured by subsequent drawing in open
court, at least where record fails to show that
any juror drawn by clerk previously was called
to act in trial in question, or was even in attendance upon court at time of trial. State v. Johnson, 79 Utah 263, 9 P.2d 186 (1932).
Improper selection.
-Alternate juror.
Failure to comply strictly with this section
for open venire was not prejudicial to defen-
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dant where only juror so selected was alternate
juror who did not take part in jury deliberations. State v. Poe, 24 Utah 2d 355, 471 P.2d
870 (1970).

-Effect.
This section must be complied with or an indictment found by a grand jury not summoned
as required by law is invalid. Brannigan v.
People, 3 Utah 488, 24 P. 767 (1869).

78-46-15

Statute directory.
Statutory provisions regarding drawing and
summoning of juries are directory, rather than
mandatory. State v. Distefano, 70 Utah 586,
262 P. 113 (1927).
Waiver.
A party may waive his right to object to a
special venire, and may also be estopped to do
so. Bennett v. Tintic Iron Co., 9 Utah 291, 34 P.
61 (1893).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 141
et seq.

78-46-14.

C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries § 161 et seq.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=> 65 et seq.

Qualified prospective
jury service.

jurors not exempt

from

No qualified prospective juror is exempt from jury service.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-14, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § I.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 115
et seq.

78-46-15.

C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries §§ 153, 205.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=> 55, 75.

Excuse from jury service.

(1) The court, upon request of a prospective juror or on its own initiative,
shall determine on the basis of information provided on the juror qualification
form or by interview with the prospective juror, or by other competent evidence, whether the prospective juror should be excused from jury service. The
clerk shall enter this determination in the space provided on the juror qualification form.
(2) A person may be excused from jury service by the court, at its discretion,
upon a showing of undue hardship, extreme inconvenience, or public necessity
for any period the court deems necessary.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-15, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § I.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 47 Am. Jur. 2d Jury § 115
et seq.
C.J.S. - 50 C.J.S. Juries §§ 153, 205.
A.L.R. - Religious belief as ground for exemption or excuse fromjury service, 2 A.L.R.3d
1392.
Prior service on grand jury which considered
indictment against accused as disqualification
for service on petit jury, 24 A.L.R.3d 1236.

Excusing, on account of public, charitable, or
educational employment, one qualified and not
specifically exempted as juror in state criminal
case, as ground of complaint by accused, 99
A.L.R.3d 1261.
- Jury: visual impairment as disqualification, 48 A.L.R.4th 1154.
Key Numbers. - Jury e=> 55, 75.
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Jury not selected in conformity with chapter Procedure to challenge - Relief available - Exclusive remedy.

(1) Within seven days after the moving party discovered, or by the exercise
of diligence could have discovered, the grounds therefore, and in any event
before the trial jury is sworn to try the case, a party may move to stay the
proceedings or to quash an indictment, or for other appropriate relief, on the
ground of substantial failure to comply with this act in selecting a grand or
trial jury.
(2) Upon motion filed under this section containing a sworn statement of
acts which, if true, would constitute a substantial failure to comply with this
act, the moving party is entitled to present testimony of a jury commissioner,
the clerk of the court, any relevant records and papers not public or otherwise
available used by the jury commission or the clerk, and any other relevant
evidence. If the court determines that in selecting either a grand or a trial
jury there has been a substantial failure to comply with this act, and it appears that actual and substantial injustice and prejudice has resulted or will
result to a party in consequence of the failure, the court shall stay the proceedings pending the selection of the jury in conformity with this act, quash an
indictment, or grant other appropriate relief.
(3) The procedures prescribed by this section are the exclusive means by
which a person accused of a crime, the state, or a party in a civil case may
challenge a jury on the ground that the jury was not selected in conformity
with this act.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-16, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act," referred to throughout this section, means
Laws 1979, Chapter 130, which appears as this
chapter.

NOTES TO DECISIONS

Cited in State v. Bankhead, 727 P.2d 216
(Utah 1986).

78-46-17.

Preservation

of records and papers.

All records and papers compiled and maintained by the jury commission or
the clerk in connection with the selection and service of jurors shall be preserved by the clerk for four years after the master jury wheel used in their
selection is emptied and refilled and for any longer period ordered by the
court.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-17, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.
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78-46-18.

Compensation

and travel expenses

of jurors.

A juror shall be paid mileage at the rate of 15 cents per mile for travel
expenses from the residence to the place of holding court and return and shall
be compensated at the rate of $14 for each day of required attendance at
sessions of the court.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-18, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

78-46-19.

Limitations

Cross-References.

§ 21-5-1 et seq.

-

Fees

of jurors,

on jury service.

In any two-year period a person shall not be required:
(1) to serve on more than one grand jury;
(2) to serve as both a grand or trial juror; or
(3) to attend court for prospective jury service as a trial juror more than
10 court days, except if necessary to complete service in a particular case.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-19, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

78-46-20.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Penalties for failure to appear or complete jury
service.

A person summoned for jury service who fails to appear or to complete jury
service as directed shall be ordered by the court to immediately appear and
show cause for failure to comply with the summons. Any person who fails to
show good cause for noncompliance with the summons is guilty of criminal
contempt and may be fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not more than
three days, or both.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-20, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

78-46-21.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Employer not to discharge or threaten employee
for jury service - Criminal penalty - Civil action by employee.

(1) An employer shall not deprive an employee of employment or threaten
or otherwise coerce the employee with respect thereto because the employee
receives a summons, responds thereto, serves as a juror, or attends court for
prospective jury service.
(2) Any employer who violates this section is guilty of criminal contempt
and upon conviction may be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not more
than six months, or both.
(3) If any employer discharges an employee in violation of this section, the
employee within 30 days may bring a civil action for recovery of wages lost as
a result of the violation and for an order requiring the reinstatement of the
employee. Damages recoverable shall not exceed lost wages for six weeks. If
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the employee prevails, the employee shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's
fee fixed by the court.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-21, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

78-46-22.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

Grand jury selection - Examination of jurors by
court - Number of jurors constituting grand
jury.

(1) At the time specified for the appearance of the persons summoned to
serve as grand jurors, the judge of the court shall examine the prospective
grand jurors. Before accepting any person drawn as a grand juror, the court
must be satisfied that the person has no bias or prejudice that would prevent
the person from fairly and dispassionately considering the matters presented
to the grand jury; but when drawn and found qualified, the person must be
accepted unless the court, in its discretion, on the application of the juror and
before the juror is sworn, shall excuse the person from service.
(2) The court may dismiss the grand jury panel where it appears there has
been a material departure from the methods prescribed with respect to selecting, drawing, and return of the grand jury, or where there has been intentional omission of the proper officer to summon one or more of the grand jurors
drawn.
(3) When seven of the persons summoned as grand jurors who are qualified
and not excused remain, they shall constitute the grand jury. If more than
seven of the persons remain, their names must be written by the clerk on
separate slips, folded so as to conceal the names, and placed in a box. The
clerk must then draw seven slips, and the persons whose names are contained
thereon shall constitute the grand jury.
History: C. 1953, 78-46-22, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.

Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 38 Am. Jur. 2d Grand Jury
§ 9 et seq.
C.J.S. - 38 C.J.S. Grand Juries§ 14 et seq.
A.L.R. - Prior service on grand jury which
considered indictment against accused as disqualification for service on petit jury, 24
A.L.R.3d 1236.

78-46-23.

Religious beliefs, affiliation, or prejudice of
prospective juror as proper subject of inquiry or
ground for challenge on voir dire, 95 A.L.R.3d
172.
Key Numbers. - Grand Jury
9.

Court administrator's
ties.

duties

and responsibili-

If any court establishes the office of a court administrator, the court may by
order provide that the responsibilities given to the court or court clerk by this
act may be assigned to and performed by the court administrator.
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History: C. 1953, 78-46-23, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 130, § 1.
Repeals and Enactments. - See note following same catchline in notes to § 78-46-1.

78-46-23

Meaning of "this act". - The term "this
act", referred to in this section, means Laws
1979, Chapter 130, which appears as this chapter.

CHAPTERS 47 TO 50
RESERVED
VI

PART
ATTORNEYS

AND COUNSELORS

CHAPTER 51
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section
78-51-1. Utah State Bar - Qualification for
membership.
78-51-2. Board of commissioners - Number
- Term - Vacancies.
78-51-3. Territorial divisions.
78-51-4. Number of commissioners from each
division.
78-51-5. Nomination of commissioners.
78-51-6. Election of commissioners.
78-51-7. Organization of board.
78-51-8. Meetings - Annual and special
meetings - Notice.
78-51-9. By-laws.
78-51-10. Admission to practice law- Qualifications - Enrollment - Oath
- Fees.
78-51-11. Roll of attorneys and counselors.
78-51-12. Disciplinary proceedings - Rules
established by board - Disciplinary committees - Written
response to complainants Proceedings subject to open
meetings law.
78-51-13. Board of commissioners - Powers Conduct of members of bar
holding judicial office.
78-51-14. Rules and regulations - Supreme
Court to approve.
78-51-15. Hearings and witnesses.
78-51-16. Rights of accused.
78-51-17. Record of proceedings.
78-51-18. Findings and report.
78-51-19. Review by Supreme Court - Inherent powers of courts not affected.
78-51-20. Studies and recommendations by
state bar.

Section
78-51-21. Annual license - Fees - Disbursement of funds.
78-51-22. Issuance of license - Form.
78-51-23. Powers of board respecting funds.
78-51-24. Active and inactive members of bar.
78-51-25. Practicing without a license prohibited - Action or proceedings to
enforce - Exception.
78-51-26. Duties of attorneys and counselors.
78-51-27. Certain conduct forbidden - Penalty.
78-51-28. Exceptions.
78-51-29. Permitting use of name forbidden Penalty.
78-51-30. Partnership with public prosecutor.
78-51-31. Deceit and collusion.
78-51-32. Authority of attorneys and counselors.
78-51-33. Proof of authority for appearance.
78-51-34. Change of attorney.
78-51-35. Effect - Notice of change.
78-51-36. Notice to appoint successor.
78-51-37. Conviction of crime - Judgment of
disbarment - Duty of clerks of
court.
78-51-38. Suretyship - Attorney forbidden to
assume.
78-51-39. Certain officials not to practice law.
78-51-40. Corporations and associations forbidden to practice - Exceptions.
78-51-41. Compensation - Lien.
78-51-42. Refusing to pay over money - Penalty.
78-51-43. Exception - Demand for bond.
78-51-44. Exception on giving bond.
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Utah State Bar -

Qualification

for membership.

All persons who have been heretofore, and all persons who shall hereafter
be, duly admitted to practice as an attorney and counselor at law in the
Supreme Court of this state are qualified to be members of the Utah State
Bar, subject to the provisions of this title.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 4; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Brigham Young Law Review. - Should
Legal Malpractice Insurance Be Mandatory?,
1978 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 102.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 12.

78-51-2.

C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ¢ca
31.

Board of commissioners
Vacancies.

-

Number -

Term -

There shall be a board of commissioners of the Utah State Bar consisting of
nine members, except there shall be ten members from 1971 until the election
of commissioners in 1973. Except as otherwise provided in§ 78-51-6, the term
of office of each commissioner shall be three years and until his successor is
elected and qualified. In the event of a vacancy in the board the remaining
commissioners shall appoint a successor from among the practicing members
of the state bar of the division from which such commissioner was elected, who
shall serve until the following annual election.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, §§ 1, 9; R.S. 1933
& C. 1943, 6-0-2; L. 1963, ch. 194, § 1; 1971,
ch. 214, § 1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

78-51-3.

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

e,,,

Territorial divisions.

For the purposes of this title the first judicial district shall be known as the
first division; the second judicial district shall be known as the second division; the third judicial district shall be known as the third division; the fourth
judicial district shall be known as the fourth division; and the fifth, sixth and
seventh judicial districts shall be known as the fifth division.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-3; L. 1971, ch. 214, § 2.
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78-51-6

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

78-51-4.

Key Numbers. 31.

Number of commissioners

Attorney and Client

e=>

from each division.

There shall be one member of the board of commissioners from each of the
divisions; but from the third division there shall be five commissioners. No
more than one commissioner from any division, except from the third division,
and no more than five commissioners from it, shall serve on such board at the
same time.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 3; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-4; L. 1963, ch. 194, § 2; 1971, ch.
214, § 3.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

78-51-5.

Nomination

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

e=>

of commissioners.

Attorneys residing in one division shall alone have the right to nominate
persons for the office of commissioner from that division. Nomination to the
office of commissioner shall be by written petition of ten or more of the members of the Utah State Bar in good standing. Any number of candidates may
be nominated on a single petition. Nominating petitions shall be mailed to the
secretary within a period to be fixed by the rules made by the board of commissioners.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 8; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-5.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

78-51-6.

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

e=>

Election of commissioners.

The board of commissioners shall be elected by the vote of the resident
members of the Utah State Bar as follows: in the year 1971 and every third
year thereafter, one member from the second division and two members from
the third division; in the year 1971, one member from the third division for a
two-year term only; in the year 1972 and every third year thereafter, one
member from the fist division and two members from the third division; in the
year 1973 and every third year thereafter, one member from each of the third,
fourth, and fifth divisions. The candidate from any division, and the two
candidates from the third division, receiving the greatest number of votes of
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that division shall be the commissioner from such division, but in the year
1971 the candidate from the third division receiving the third greatest number of votes shall be elected for a two-year term only. A lawyer is limited to
voting for candidates for commissioner from the division in which his mailing
address is located as shown by the records of the Utah State Bar. The ballots
shall be deposited in person or by mail with the secretary of the board, or such
other officer as it may designate. There shall be an annual election by the
resident members of the Utah State Bar for the purpose of selecting successors
to the commissioners whose terms expire and for the purpose of filling vacancies. The board shall fix the time for holding the annual election and prescribe
rules and regulations in regard thereto not in conflict with the provisions of
this title. The board shall, in accordance with its rules, give at least sixty
days' notice by mail of the time for holding the election each year, but in the
year 1971 only twenty days' notice need be given.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 6; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-6; L. 1963, ch. 194, § 3; 1971, ch.
214, § 4.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

ec,

78-51-7. Organization of board.
After each election, the board shall organize by the election of a presidentelect and a president of the Utah State Bar. The president-elect shall be
chosen from among the members of the board whose terms of office will not
expire for two years or more. The president-elect for the previous year shall be
elected president. The president and president-elect shall hold office until
their successors are elected following the next succeeding annual election. A
secretary and such other assistants as the board may require may be selected
from within or without the board to hold office during the pleasure of the
board and to be paid such compensation as the board shall determine.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 9; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-7; L. 1963, ch. 194, § 4; 1971, ch.
214, § 5.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

Key Numbers. 31.
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78-51-8. Meetings -

Annual and special

Notice.

There shall be an annual meeting of the Utah State Bar, presided over by
the president of the board, open to all members of the Utah State Bar in good
standing, and held at such time and place as the board of commissioners may
designate, for the discussion of the affairs of the bar and the administration of
justice. At noon on the first day of such meeting the annual election shall
close, and the ballots shall be canvassed and the result announced. The commissioners then elected shall take office immediately. Special meetings of the
Utah State Bar may be held at such times and places as the board of commissioners may designate. Notice of all meetings shall be given by mail to all
members of the Utah State Bar not less than fifteen days prior to the date of
such meeting.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 20; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-8.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Arn. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

e,,

78-51-9. By-laws.
The board of commissioners shall have power to adopt by-laws, not in conflict with any of the terms of this title, concerning the selection and tenure of
its officers and committees and their powers and duties, and generally for the
control and regulation of the business of the board and of the Utah State Bar.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 10; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-9.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 1 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

Key Numbers. 31.

78-51-10. Admission to practice law Enrollment - Oath - Fees.

Attorney and Client

Qualifications

e,,

-

The board of commissioners shall have power to determine the qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law, and to conduct
examinations of applicants; and it shall from time to time certify to the Supreme Court those applicants found to be qualified; provided, that the qualifications and requirements for admission to the practice of law shall be as
follows: each applicant shall be a citizen of the United States or a person who
has bona fide declared his intention to become one in the manner required by
law, of the age of twenty-one years, of good moral character, and must produce
satisfactory testimonial of good moral character; have had a preliminary education other than legal and have regularly and attentively studied law for a
period of at least three years; and have passed a satisfactory examination
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upon the principles of common law, equity, criminal law and the statutes and
practice of this state; provided, that until the 1st day of July, 1932, no examination for admission to practice shall be required of regular graduates of the
law school of the University of Utah. The approval by the Supreme Court of
any person so certified shall entitle him to be enrolled in the bar of this state
upon his taking an oath to support the Constitution of the United States and
of this state and to faithfully discharge the duties of an attorney and counselor
to the best of his knowledge and ability, and the payment of the fee provided
by law, and thereafter to practice law upon payment of the license fees herein
provided, subject to the provisions of this title.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 10; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-10.

Cross-References. admission, § 21-1-4.

Fee for certificate of

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Legislative power.
"Practice of law" defined.
Qualifications.
-Good moral character.
Legislative power.
In Ruckenbrod v. Mullins, 102 Utah 548, 133
P.2d 325, 144 A.L.R. 839, the relationship of
the attorney to the court was discussed in detail. The court recognized that the legislature
may in the proper exercise of its police powers
make reasonable regulations governing the admission and disbarment of attorneys. The practice of law is so affected with the public interest that the state has both a right and a duty to
control and regulate it in order to promote the
public welfare. Nelson v. Smith, 107 Utah 382,
154 P.2d 634, 157 A.L.R. 512 (1944).
"Practice of law" defined.
Although impossible of exact definition, our
Supreme Court has defined the phrase as the
carrying on of the calling of an attorney usually for gain, and consists of giving advice as
such, acting in a representative capacity, and
rendering services to others. Nelson v. Smith,

107 Utah 382, 154 P.2d 634, 157 A.L.R. 512
(1944).
Qualifications.
-Good moral character.
Where a statute makes "good moral character" a condition precedent to admission to the
bar, it follows that when an attorney has forfeited his claim to such character by misconduct of such a nature as to render him unfit
and unworthy further to be continued in office,
the court may remove him. In re Hilton, 48
Utah 172, 158 P. 691, 1918A Ann. Cas. 271
(1916).
Attorney who had been suspended because of
nonpayment of dues was held not required on
his petition for reinstatement to establish good
moral character as if he had been disbarred or
was applying for admission in the first instance. In re Oliver, 97 Utah 1, 89 P.2d 229
(1939).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. - Equal Protection and
the Supremacy Clause Limitations on State
Legislation Restricting Aliens, 1970 Utah L.
Rev. 136.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law §§ 17 to 19.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 10
to 28.
A.L.R. - Procedural due process requirements in proceedings involving applications for
admission to bar, 2 A.L.R.3d 1266.

Court review of bar examiners' decision on
applicant's examination, 39 A.L.R.3d 719.
Validity and construction of statutes or rules
conditioning right to practice law upon residence or citizenship, 53 A.L.R.3d 1163.
Failure to pay creditors as affecting applicant's moral character for purposes of admission to the bar, 4 A.L.R.4th 436.
Construction and effect of reciprocity provisions for admission to bar of attorney admitted
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to practice in another jurisdiction,
14
A.L.R.4th 7.
Falsehoods, misrepresentations,
impersonations, and other irresponsible conduct as bearing on good moral character requirement for
bar admission, 30 A.L.R.4th 1020.
Bar admission or reinstatement of attorney
as affected by alcoholism or alcohol abuse, 39
A.L.R.4th 567.
Use of compulsory bar association dues or
fees for activities from which particular members dissent, 40 A.L.R.4th 672.
Validity, construction, and application of en-

78-51-11.

Roll of attorneys

78-51-12

actment, implementation, or repeal of formal
educational requirement for bar admission, 44
A.L.R.4th 910.
Actionability under Federal Civil Rights
Acts with respect to proceedings to discipline
attorney, to regulate admission to practice of
law, or to restrain unauthorized practice of
law, 9 A.L.R. Fed. 422.
Validity, under federal constitution, of state
bar examination procedures, 30 A.L.R. Fed.
934.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ,sa, 4,
5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

and counselors.

The clerk of the Supreme Court must keep a roll of the attorneys and
counselors admitted to practice, which must be signed by each person admitted before he receives his certificate of admission to the bar and enrollment.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 111; C.L.
1917, § 322; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-11.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 2.

78-51-12.

C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§ 24.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ,sa, 1.

Disciplinary proceedings - Rules established by
board - Disciplinary committees - Written response to complainants - Proceedings subject to
open meetings law.

The board shall establish rules governing the conduct of all persons admitted to practice, and shall investigate and consider and pass upon all unethical,
questionable or improper conduct of any person admitted to the practice of the
law, including members of the bar holding judicial office. The board shall also
establish rules governing procedure in cases involving alleged misconduct of
the members of the Utah State Bar, including those holding judicial office,
and may create committees for the purpose of investigating complaints and
charges, which committees may be empowered to administer discipline, including the recommendation to the Supreme Court of suspension or disbarment from the practice of law, in the same manner as the board itself, but no
recommendation for the suspension or disbarment of a member shall be final
until approved by the board. The board or any such committee may designate
any officer, authorized by law to take depositions, to take testimony under
oath in any such investigations.
All disciplinary committees established by the board shall include at least
one member who is not an attorney to be appointed by the Supreme Court.
Any person filing charges of misconduct against a person admitted to the
practice of law shall have the opportunity of appearing personally or through
a designated representative before any disciplinary committees established by
the board for the purpose of explaining such charges and commenting on an
accused party's response.
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Individuals filing charges of misconduct against a member of the bar shall
be provided within three months of the date a charge is filed, a written response from the bar concerning the bar's initial consideration of the charges.
The written response shall detail the disposition of the charge and the reasons
for the initial decision. Individuals filing the charges of misconduct shall also
receive similar reports on any subsequent action taken by the bar on the
complaint.
Any bar proceeding to consider formal charges against any member of the
bar shall be subject to the provisions of Chapter 4 of Title 52 regarding open
and public meetings.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, §§ 10, 15; R.S.
1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-12; L. 1951, ch. 8, § l;
1981, ch. 12, § 1.

Cross-References.
- Dilatory and false
pleadings, Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 11.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Grounds for suspension or disbarment generally.
Insufficient funds check.
Misconduct towards client.
Supreme court.
-Delegation
of investigating authority.
-Power to discipline.
Grounds for suspension
or disbarment
generally.
Attorneys at law are officers of the court,
and it is their sworn duty to aid the court in
seeing that actions and proceedings in which
they are engaged as counsel are conducted in a
dignified and orderly manner, free from passion and personal animosities, and that all
causes brought to issue are tried and decided
on their merits only; it is also the duty of the
attorney to devote his ability, skill, and diligence along ethical and professional lines to
interests of his client, and to refrain from entering into any alliance or incurring any obligation connected with litigation in which he is
engaged as counsel that would place him in a
position where his personal interests would be
adverse to those of his client. McWhirter v.
Donaldson, 36 Utah 293, 104 P. 731 (1909).
Formerly the grounds for the removal or suspension of an attorney and counselor at law,
and the procedure therefor, were prescribed by
statute. In re Evans, 42 Utah 282, 130 P. 217
(1913).
Acts occurring before an accused was admitted to practice, and acts not directly connected
with his practice as an attorney-at-law, may be
shown and may constitute sufficient ground for
disbarment. In re Platz, 42 Utah 439, 132 P.
390 (1913).
Charges of crimes and offenses, if relating to
honesty, integrity and fidelity of an attorney,
may be shown, even though the attorney may

not have been convicted thereof or even though
the charges were dismissed. In re Platz, 42
Utah 439, 132 P. 390 (1913).
Insufficient funds check.
Although delivery of a check written upon
insufficient funds was neither a crime nor necessarily a fraud, the essence of a disciplinary
charge was that the defendant had violated the
principles of professional conduct required of
an attorney. In re Johnston, 524 P.2d 593
(Utah 1974).
Misconduct towards client.
While it is the duty of attorneys promptly to
obey all lawful orders of the court and to advise
their clients when called on for advice to obey
them, yet it is also their duty, in case reasonable doubt exists respecting the jurisdiction of
the court, or that an order in question was improvidently made, to preserve and protect the
legal rights of their clients by assailing any
order in the proper manner and at the proper
time. In re Thomas, 56 Utah 315, 190 P. 952
(1920).
It was not unreasonable for an attorney to be
suspended from the practice of law for one year
on the charge of commingling clients' funds
with his personal funds. In re Hughes, 534
P.2d 892 (Utah 1975).
Attorney who accepted retainer fees but
failed to pursue the interests of his clients or to
initiate proceedings as agreed, and who left the
state without answering a complaint or ap-
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Supreme court.

the court's inherent powers. Only discipline
which does not affect a lawyer's continued ability to practice is delegated to the bar commission. Suspension or disbarment can be authorized only by the supreme court. In re McCune,
717 P.2d 701 (Utah 1986).

-Delegation
of investigating authority.
The supreme court has had inherent power
to regulate the practice of law. Delegation to
the bar of the power to investigate and make
recommendation for discipline is well within

-Power to discipline.
The supreme court's power to regulate the
practice of law necessarily includes the power
to discipline attorneys. In re McCune, 717 P.2d
701 (Utah 1986).

pearing in disciplinary proceedings was properly suspended indefinitely from the practice of
law in Utah. In re Pearce, 540 P.2d 515 (Utah
1975).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - The Legal Profession's Attempt to Discipline Its Members: A
Critique of the Clark Report, 1970 Utah L.
Rev. 611.
Advertising by Lawyers, 1978 Utah L. Rev.
619.
Should Lawyers Serve as Directors of Corporation3 for Which They Act as Counsel?, 1978
Utah L. Rev. 711.
Utah Legislative Survey - 1981, 1982 Utah
L. Rev. 125, 190.
An Alternative to the Contingent Fee, 1984
Utah L. Rev. 485.
Attorney's Fees, 1984 Utah L. Rev. 533.
Attorney's Fees in Utah, 1984 Utah L. Rev.
553.
Attorney's Fees in Bad Faith, Meritless Actions, 1984 Utah L. Rev. 593.
Cooper v. Singer: Contingent Fee Agreements that Exceed Section 1988 Statutory Fee
Awards Violate Public Policy, 1984 Utah L.
Rev. 635.
Settlement Negotiations: Ethical and Legal
Dilemmas in Simultaneously Negotiating the
Merits and Statutorily Authorized Attorney's
Fees, 1984 Utah L. Rev. 651.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 67 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§ 59
et seq.
A.L.R. - Attorney's splitting fees with
other attorney or layman as ground for disciplinary proceeding, 6 A.L.R.3d 1446.
Validity and propriety of arrangement by
which attorney pays or advances expenses to
client, 8 A.L.R.3d 1155.
Release of information concerning forthcoming or pending trial as ground for contempt
proceedings or other disciplinary measures
against member of the bar, 11 A.L.R.3d 1104.
Attorney's criticism of judicial acts as
ground of disciplinary action, 12 A.L.R.3d
1408.
Participation in allegedly collusive or connived divorce proceedings as subjecting attorney to disciplinary action, 13 A.L.R.3d 1010.
Attorney's personal liability for expenses in-

curred in relation to services for client, 15
A.L.R.3d 531.
Misconduct involving intoxication as ground
for disciplinary action against attorney, 17
A.L.R.3d 692.
What constitutes representation of conflicting interests subjecting attorney to disciplinary action, 17 A.L.R.3d 835.
Disciplinary proceeding based upon attorney's direct or indirect purchase of client's
property, 35 A.L.R.3d 674.
Fabrication or suppression of evidence as
ground of disciplinary action against attorney,
40 A.L.R.3d 169.
Validity and application of regulation requiring suspension or disbarment of attorney
because of mental or emotional illness, 50
A.L.R.3d 1259.
Validity and construction of rule or order requiring attorney to submit to physical or mental examination to determine capacity to continue in practice of law, 52 A.L.R.3d 1326.
Publication and distribution of announcement of new or changed associations or addresses, change of firm name, or the like as
ground for disciplinary action, 53 A.L.R.3d
1261.
Disciplinary proceeding based upon attorney's naming himself or associate as executor
or attorney for executor in will drafted by him,
57 A.L.R.3d 703.
Misconduct in capacity as judge as basis for
disciplinary action against attorney, 57
A.L.R.3d 1150.
Pardon as defense to disbarment of attorney,
59 A.L.R.3d 466.
Entrapment as a defense in proceedings to
revoke or suspend license to practice law or
medicine, 61 A.L.R.3d 357.
Use in disbarment proceeding of testimony
given by attorney in criminal proceeding under
grant of immunity, 62 A.L.R.3d 1145.
Federal income tax conviction as constituting nonprofessional misconduct warranting
disciplinary action against attorney, 63
A.L.R.3d 509.
Failure to communicate with client as basis
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for disciplinary action against attorney, 80
A.L.R.3d 1240.
Suspension as affecting right to practice in
foreign state, 81 A.L.R.3d 1281.
Nature of legal services or law-related services which may be performed for others by
disbarred or suspended attorney, 87 A.L.R.3d
279.
Conduct of attorney in connection with settlement of client's case as ground for disciplinary action, 92 A.L.R.3d 288.
Commingling of client's funds with his own
as ground for disciplinary action-modern status, 94 A.L.R.3d 846.
Lawyer publicity as breach oflegal ethics, 4
A.L.R.4th 306.
Advertising as ground for disciplining attorney, 4 A.L.R.4th 306, 5 A.L.R.4th 866, 30
A.L.R.4th 742.
Disciplinary action against attorney for misconduct related to performance of official duties as prosecuting attorney, 10 A.L.R.4th 605.
Attorney's delay in handling decedent's estate as ground for disciplinary action, 21
A.L.R.4th 75.
Disciplinary actions against attorney based
on communications to judge respecting merits
of cause, 22 A.L.R.4th 917.
Communication with party represented by
counsel as ground for disciplining attorney, 26
A.L.R.4th 102.

78-51-13.

Election campaign activities as ground for
attorney disciplinary action, 26 A.L.R.4th 170.
Use of assumed or trade name as ground for
disciplinary action, 26 A.L.R.4th 1083.
Extent and determination of attorney's right
or privilege against self-incrimination in disbarment or other disciplinary proceedings-post-Spevack cases, 30 A.L.R.4th 243.
Failure to co-operate with or obey disciplinary authorities as ground for disciplining attorney-modern cases, 37 A.L.R.4th 646.
Conditioning reinstatement of attorney upon
reaffirmation of debt discharged in bankruptcy, 39 A.L.R.4th 586.
Initiating, or threatening to initiate, criminal prosecution as ground for disciplining
counsel, 42 A.L.R.4th 1000.
Sexual misconduct as ground for disciplining
attorney or judges, 43 A.L.R.4th 1062.
Actionability under Federal Civil Rights
Acts with respect to proceedings to discipline
attorney, to regulate admission to practice of
law, or to restrain unauthorized practice of
law, 9 A.L.R.Fed. 422.
Use of plea bargain or grant of immunity as
improper vouching for credibility of witness in
federal cases, 76 A.L.R. Fed. 409.
Propriety and prejudicial effect of comments
by counsel vouching for credibility of witness-federal cases, 78 A.L.R. Fed. 23.
Key Numbers. -Attorney and Client e=> 32,
37 et seq.

Board of commissioners - Powers - Conduct of
members of bar holding judicial office.

The board shall also have the power to make or cause to be made an investigation into and upon all unethical, questionable, or improper conduct of members of the bar holding judicial office and to make recommendations to the
legislature with respect thereto.
History: C. 1943, Supp., 6-0-12.5, added
by L. 1951, ch. 8, § 2.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 71.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 43
to 45.
A.L.R. - Misconduct in capacity as judge as

basis for disciplinary action against attorney,
57 A.L.R.3d 1150.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=>
32.
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Rules and regulations
prove.

-

78-51-16

Supreme Court to ap-

All rules and regulations made by the board shall be submitted to and
approved by the Supreme Court.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 16; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-13.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 29.

78-51-15.

Hearings

C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 43
to 45.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=>2.

and witnesses.

In the investigation of charges of professional misconduct, the board, and
any committee appointed by it for the purpose, shall have the power to summon and examine witnesses under oath, and compel their attendance and the
production of books, papers, documents and other writings necessary or material to the inquiry. Such summons or subpoena shall be issued under the hand
of the secretary or any member of the board, or any member of a committee
appointed by the board to conduct such investigation or hearing, and shall
have the force and effect of a subpoena issued by a court of competent jurisdiction.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 17; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-14.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Procedure and evidence.
Record in a prior civil proceeding is admissi-

ble where relevant in a disbarment hearing. In
re Strong, 616 P.2d 583 (Utah 1980).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law §§ 87 to 96.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 105 to 108, 111.
A.L.R. - Testimony before or communica-

78-51-16.

tions to private professional society's judicial
commission, ethics committee, or the like, as
privileged, 9 A.L.R.4th 807.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=54.

Rights of accused.

Any member of the Utah State Bar complained of shall have notice of the
charges against him and opportunity to defend by the introduction of evidence
and the examination of witnesses called against him, the right to be represented by counsel and, upon his request, a public hearing. He shall also have
the right to have witnesses subpoenaed to appear and testify or produce books,
papers, documents or other writings necessary or materi~l to his defense in
the manner provided in the next preceding section[§ 78-51-15]. He shall have
the right to a review of any order or recommendation by the Supreme Court;
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provided, he applies for such review within thirty days after the filing of such
order or recommendation with the Supreme Court.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 18; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-15.

r

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Right to counsel.
Where a hearing proceeded although counsel
who was to defend the accused was detained in
court, but testimony rested almost entirely
upon admissions of the accused, the contention

that the accused was forced to trial without the
benefit of counsel was held without merit,
since the action was not prejudicial. In re
Steffensen, 85 Utah 380, 39 P.2d 722 (1935).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2q. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 87 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client§ 88
et seq.
A.L.R. - Extent and determination of attorney's right or privilege against self-incrimina-

78-51-17.

tion in disbarment or other disciplinary proceedings-post-Spevack
cases, 30 A.L.R.4th
243.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=-47
et seq.

Record of proceedings.

A complete record of the proceedings and evidence taken by the board,
committee or commissioner shall be made and preserved by the board.·
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 19; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-16.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 87.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 105 to 108, 111.
A.L.R. - Confidentiality of proceedings or

78-51-18.

Findings

reports of judicial inquiry board or commission,
5 A.L.R.4th 730.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=>
54.

and report.

The board shall make findings and reports to the Supreme Court of the
results of its hearings and investigations, and conclusions, with recommendations in the premises, and in all cases in which the evidence in the opinion of a
majority of the board justifies such a course, shall recommenq such disciplinary action by public or private reprimand, suspension from the practice of the
law, or exclusion and disbarment therefrom, as the case shall in its judgment
warrant.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 10; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-17.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
Board required to make own findings and
hold hearing.
Board's adoption, without holding an evidentiary hearing, of findings made by a federal
court in a case that led to the accusations of an

attorney's misconduct did not comply with this
section's requirements that the board is to
make its own findings based upon an evidentiary hearing. In re Strong, 616 P.2d 583 (Utah
1980).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 87.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 34, 105 to 108, 111.

78-51-19.

Key Numbers. 54.

Attorney and Client

,s:,

Review by Supreme Court - Inherent powers of
courts not affected.

Upon the making of any order by the board recommending the discipline,
suspension or disbarment of any member of the Utah State Bar from the
practice of law, the board shall cause a certified copy thereof to be filed with
the clerk of the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court may review the action of
the board, and may on its own motion and without the certification of any
record inquire into the merits of the case, and take any action agreeable to its
judgment. Nothing in this title contained shall be construed as limiting or
altering the powers of the courts to disbar or discipline members of the bar.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 10; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-18.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Judicial responsibility.
Review of charges.
Judicial responsibility.
The final responsibility of a disciplinary proceeding is upon the Supreme Court and this
involves more than mere rubber stamp endorsement of the action oft!:ie commission; nevertheless, the Supreme Court deems it discreet
and proper to indulge considerable latitude to
the actions and judgment of the commission in
such matters and would not disregard its findings and recommendations in absence of some
persuasive reasons for doing so. In re
Macfarlane, 10 Utah 2d 217, 350 P.2d 631
(1960).
Supreme Court will follow a bar commission
recommendation unless arbitrary, capricious
or unreasonable. In re Wade, 27 Utah 2d 410,

497 P.2d 22 (1972); In re Johnston, 524 P.2d
593 (Utah 1974).
Review of charges.
Attorney has the right of review of the
charges found against him and on such review
the charges should be sustained by convincing
proof and a fair preponderance of the evidence.
In re McCullough, 97 Utah 533, 95 P.2d 13
(1939).
On review of recommendation of suspension
of an attorney by the board of commissioners of
the Utah State Bar, the court is not limited to
the charges and record found by the board. In
re McCullough, 97 Utah 533, 95 P.2d 13
(1939).
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C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 109 to ll0, ll3 to ll5.
A.L.R. - Discovery or inspection of state

78-51-20.

bar records of complaints against attorney, 83
A.L.R.3d 777.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ea,
57.

Studies and recommendations

by state bar.

The governor, the Supreme Court and the Legislature may request of the
board an investigation and study of and recommendations upon any matter
relating to the courts of this state, practice and procedure therein, practice of
the law, and the administration of justice, and thereupon it shall be the duty
of said board to cause such investigation and study to be made, to report
thereon to an annual meeting of the Utah State Bar, and, after the action of
said meeting thereon, to report the same to the officer or body making the
request. The board may, without such request, cause an investigation and
study upon the same subject matters, and, after a report thereon to an annual
meeting of the Utah State Bar, report the same and the action of said meeting
thereon to the governor, the Supreme Court, or the Legislature.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 11; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-19.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 7.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 8,
43 to 45.

78-51-21.

Key Numbers. 31.

Attorney and Client

Annual license - Fees - Disbursement

ea,

of funds.

Every person practicing, or holding himself out as practicing law within
this state, or holding himself out to the public as a person qualified to practice
or carry on the calling of a lawyer within this state shall, prior to so doing and
prior to the first day of April of each year, pay to the Utah State Bar a license
fee in an amount to be fixed by the board of commissioners of the Utah State
Bar with the approval of the Supreme Court to effectuate the purposes of this
title. These funds shall be administered by the Utah State Bar. All moneys
derived from license fees, previously transferred to the state treasurer and not
expended as of the effective date of this act, shall be returned to the Utah
State Bar for the purposes of carrying out the object of this chapter.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 12; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-20; L. 1957, ch. 175, § 1; 1965, ch.
173, § 1; 1971, ch. 215, § 1.
"Effective date of this act". - The term
"effective date of this act," referred to in the

last sentence of this section, means May ll,
1971, the effective date of Laws 1971, Chapter
215, which amended this section.
Cross-References. - Professional Corporation Act, § 16-ll-1 et seq.
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C.J.S. ·_ 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 7.
A.L.R. - Validity of state or municipal tax
or license fee upon occupation of practicing
law, 50 A.L.R.4th 467.

78-51-22.

Issuance

Key Numbers. 28, 31.

of license -

Attorney and Client

e=>

Form.

The secretary of the Utah State Bar shall issue to each person paying said
license fee, if such person shall have theretofore been admitted to practice law
in this state by the Supreme Court and not disbarred or then under suspension, a license in such form as the board may prescribe, for the year for which
fees were paid, and shall deliver such license to the person entitled thereto.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 13; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-21; L. 1957, ch. 175, § 1.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 7.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=> 9,
28.

78-51-23.

Powers of board respecting

funds.

For the purpose of carrying out the objects of this title, and in the exercise of
the powers herein granted, the board shall have power to make orders concerning the disbursement of said fund.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 14; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-22.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 7.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client e=>
28, 31.

78-51-24.

Active and inactive members of bar.

Any member of the Utah State Bar, who has retired from the practice of
law, or who is not engaged in the practice of law, upon written request, may
be enrolled as an inactive member. No member of the Utah State Bar practicing law, or occupying a position in the employ of or rendering any legal
service for an active member or occupying a position where he is called upon
to give legal advice or counsel, or examine the law or pass upon the legal
effect of an act, document or law, shall be enrolled as an inactive member.
There shall be no rebate of any license fee upon transfer from active to inactive membership after August 1, of the year in which the request is filed. An
inactive member may attend the annual and special meetings, and participate
in any debates or discussions at such meetings, may be appointed by the board
of commissioners upon special committees, other than committees for examination of qualification for admission to practice and disciplinary committees,
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and may be employed in a clerical position by the Utah State Bar, but shall
not be entitled to vote at any election or upon any question. The annual
membership fee for an inactive member shall be $5.00, payable on or before
April 1, of each year; provided, the board of commissioners shall have power to
increase such fee to a sum not exceeding $10.00. An inactive member may, if
in good standing, upon his written request to the board of commissioners be
enrolled as an active member. Upon the filing of such request and the payment of the full annual license fee for the current calendar year, less any
membership fee paid by him as an inactive member for such year, the applicant shall be immediately transferred from the inactive roll to the active roll.
History: L. 1931, ch. 48, § 5; R.S. 1933 & C.
1943, 6-0-23; L. 1963, ch. 195, § 1.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 7.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client § 8.

78-51-25.

Key Numbers. 31, 34.

Attorney and Client

e,,

Practicing without a license prohibited - Action
or proceedings to enforce - Exception.

No person who is not duly admitted and licensed to practice law within this
state nor any person whose right or license to so practice has terminated
either by disbarment, suspension, failure to pay his license fee or otherwise,
shall practice or assume to act or hold himself out to the public as a person
qualified to practice or carry on the calling of a lawyer within the state. Such
practice, or assumption to act or holding out, by any such unlicensed or disbarred or suspended person shall not constitute a crime, but this prohibition
against the practice of law by any such person shall be enforced by such civil
action or proceedings, including quo warranto, contempt or injunctive proceedings, as may be necessary and appropriate, which action or which proceedings shall be instituted by the board of commissioners of the Utah State
Bar; providing, that in any action or proceeding to enforce the prohibition
against the practice of law, the accused shall be entitled to a trial by jury.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit a person who is unlicensed as an
attorney from personally representing his own interests in a cause to which he
is a party in his own right and not as assignee.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 112; C.L.
1917, § 323; L. 1931, ch. 48, § 21; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-24; L. 1963, ch. 196, § 1.
Cross-References. - Contempt generally,
§ 78-32-1 et seq.

Extraordinary writs, Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 65B.
Injunctions, Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule
65A.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Constitutionality.
Collection agency.
Corporation.
"Practice of law" defined.
Right of layman to act as own attorney.

Constitutionality.
This section, prior to the 1963 amendment
was held constitutional as a valid exercise of
the police power. It would have been unconstitutional, however, if construed as barring an
assignee, the real party in interest, from appearing in court to prosecute or defend the
cause. The right of an individual to appear and
defend or prosecute a cause to which he is a
party was guaranteed by Utah Const., Art. I,
Sec. 11, but such conduct was not considered to
be the practice of law. Nelson v. Smith, 107
Utah 382, 154 P.2d 634, 157 A.L.R. 512 (1944).
Collection agency.
Collection agency cannot proceed in its own
name as assignee of claims made to it; nor can
it institute, manage and control proceedings,
and prepare legal papers by employing a licensed attorney to do the work for it. The fact
that the collection agency in some instances
employed a regularly licensed attorney to prepare necessary legal papers and conduct the
trial of a suit does not make its conduct legal.
One cannot do through an employee or an
agent that which he cannot do by himself. The
same conduct on the part of laymen would likewise be the practice of law. Nelson v. Smith,
107 Utah 382, 154 P.2d 634, 157 A.L.R. 512
(1944).

Corporation.
A corporation bringing a petition for writ of
review challenging an unemployment compensation award must be represented by a licensed
attorney. Tracy-Burke Assocs. v. Department
of Emp. Sec., 699 P.2d 687 (Utah 1985).
"Practice of law" defined.
Although impossible of exact definition, our
Supreme Court has defined the phrase as the
carrying on of the calling of an attorney usually for gain, and consists of giving advice as
such, acting in a representative capacity, and
rendering services to others. Nelson v. Smith,
107 Utah 382, 154 P.2d 634, 157 A.L.R. 512
(1944).
Neither this section nor Utah Const., Art. I,
Sec. 11 permits laymen to appear in court in a
representative capacity. Its prohibitions cannot be circumvented by the subterfuge of a layman taking an assignment of a claim to permit
him to carry on the business of practicing law.
Nelson v. Smith, 107 Utah 382, 154 P.2d 634,
157 A.L.R. 512 (1944).
Right of layman to act as own attorney.
A layman has the right to act as his own
attorney and to pursue his right in an action
against an attorney for an alleged wrong arising out of the attorney's representation of the
plaintiff in criminal proceedings. Heathman v.
Hatch, 13 Utah 2d 266, 372 P.2d 990 (1962).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 101 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 30,
31, 40 to 42.
A.L.R. - Handling, preparing, presenting,
or trying workmen's compensation claims or
cases as practice of law, 2 A.L.R.3d 724.
Representation of another before state public
utilities or service commission as involving
practice of law, 13 A.L.R.3d 812.
Activities of law clerks as illegal practice of
law, 13 A.L.R.3d 1137.
Drafting of will or other estate-planning activities as illegal practice of law, 22 A.L.R.3d
1112.
Operations of collection agency as unauthorized practice of law, 27 A.L.R.3d 1152.

What activities of stock or security broker
constitute unauthorized practice of law, 34
A.L.R.3d 1305.
Sale of books or forms designed to enable
layman to achieve legal results without assistance of attorney as unauthorized practice of
law, 71 A.L.R.3d 1000.
Right of party litigant to defend or counterclaim on ground that opposing party or his attorney is engaged in unauthorized practice of
law, 7 A.L.R.4th 1146.
Activities of insurance adjusters as unauthorized practice of law, 29 A.L.R.4th 1156.
Disciplinary action against attorney for aiding unauthorized practice, 41 A.L.R.4th 361.
Actionability under Federal Civil Rights
Acts with respect to proceedings to discipline
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attorney, to regulate admission to practice of
law, or to restrain unauthorized practice of
law, 9 A.L.R. Fed. 422.

78-51-26.

Key Numbers. 11.

Duties of attorneys

Attorney and Client

<8=>

and counselors.

It is the duty of an attorney and counselor:
(1) to support the Constitution and the laws of the United States and of
this state;
(2) to maintain the respect due to the courts of justice and judicial
officers;
(3) to counsel or maintain no other action, proceeding or defense than
that which appears to him legal and just, excepting the defense of a
person charged with a public offense;
(4) to employ for the purposes of maintaining the causes confided to
him such means only as are consistent with truth, and never to seek to
mislead the judges by any artifice or false statement of fact or law;
(5) to maintain inviolate the confidences, and at every peril to himself
to preserve the secrets; of his client;
(6) to abstain from all offensive personality, and to advance no fact
prejudicial to the honor or reputation of a party or a witness, unless
required by the justice of the cause with which he is charged;
(7) not to encourage either the commencement or continuance of an
action or proceeding from any corrupt motive or passion or interest;
(8) never to reject for any consideration personal to himself the cause of
the defenseless or the oppressed; and
(9) to comply with all duly approved rules and regulations prescribed
by the board of commissioners of the Utah State Bar and to pay the fees
provided by law.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 113; C.L.
1917, § 324; L. 1931, ch. 48, § 22; R.S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 6-0-25.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Advertisements.
Duty toward client.
Respect for courts and judges.

Advertisements.
Lawyers have a right, subject to reasonable
restrictions on time, place, and manner, under
the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution, to truthfully advertise in a newspaper the availability and financial terms of
routine legal services. Bates v. State Bar of
Arizona, 433 U.S. 350, 97 S. Ct. 2691, 53 L. Ed.
2d 810, reh'g denied, 434 U.S. 881, 98 S. Ct.
242, 54 L. Ed. 2d 164 (1977).
Supreme Court adopted disciplinary rules on
advertising by lawyers. In re Utah State Bar
Petition, 647 P.2d 991 (Utah 1982).

Duty toward client.
Attorney who bought a mining patent of a
bankrupt mining company, a former client, at
a trustee's sale and paid all creditors of the
bankrupt in full except one, whose claim, however, was fully discharged, did not hold the
patent as trustee for a latter creditor. Lee v.
Nelson, 68 Utah 575, 251 P. 371 (1926).
A lawyer owes a client a duty of promptly
paying over moneys collected in his behalf. In
re Steffensen, 85 Utah 380, 39 P.2d 722 (1935).
Fact that attorney for a purchaser had on a
prior occasion represented the seller in a di-
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vorce suit would not invalidate the purchase of
land or a deed to property under this section.
Klein v. Matthews, 99 Utah 398, 106 P.2d 773
(1940).
Respect for courts and judges.
Attorney, as a party to an action, is prohibited from knowingly making defamatory
charges against a judge. Morrison v. Snow, 26
Utah 247, 72 P. 924, (1903).
Under this section, an attorney, who
expresses his contempt for and shows his disre-

78-51-26

spect to, the courts of this state, disparages
their judicial conduct and action, scandalizes
and degrades them, impairs their usefulness,
and brings the administration of justice and
the law of this state into disrepute as by misrepresenting proceedings had before the courts
and falsely accusing the courts of being influenced by the Mormon Church, will be disbarred. In re Hilton, 48 Utah 172, 158 P. 691,
1918A Ann. Cas. 271 (1916).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law §§ 3 to 5.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 131 et seq.
A.L.R. - Validity and propriety of arrangement by which attorney pays or advances expenses of client, 8 A.L.R.3d 1155.
Disciplinary actions for attorney's release of
information concerning forthcoming or pending trial, 11 A.L.R.3d 1104.
Participation in allegedly collusive or connived divorce proceedings, 13 A.L.R.3d 1010.
What constitutes representation of conflicting interests subjecting attorney to disciplinary action, 17 A.L.R.3d 835.
Liability of attorney acting for client for
false imprisonment or malicious prosecution of
third party, 27 A.L.R.3d 1113.
Propriety and prejudicial effect of counsel's
representing defendant in criminal case notwithstanding counsel's representation or former representation of prosecution witness, 27
A.L.R.3d 1431.
Liability of attorney representing conflicting
interests, 28 A.L.R.3d 389.
Disqualification of attorney from acting in a
civil case, 31 A.L.R.3d 715.
Development, since Hickman v. Taylor, of
"work product" doctrine, 35
attorney's
A.L.R.3d 412.
Attorney's refusal to accept appointment to
defend indigent, or to proceed in such defense,
as contempt, 36 A.L.R.3d 1221.
Fabrication or suppression of evidence as
ground of disciplinary action against attorney,
40 A.L.R.3d 169.
Liability, to one other than his immediate
client, for consequences of negligence in carrying out legal duties, 45 A.L.R.3d 1181.
Defense attorney as witness for client, 52
A.L.R.3d 887.
Attorney's negligence in connection with estate, will, or succession matters, 55 A.L.R.3d
977.
Liability of attorney for negligence in connection with investigation or certification of title to real estate, 59 A.L.R.3d 1176.
Attorney's addressing allegedly insulting re-

marks to court during course of trial as contempt, 68 A.L.R.3d 273.
Conduct of attorney in connection with making objections or taking exceptions as contempt
of court, 68 A.L.R.3d 314.
Conflict of interest in real estate closing situations, 68 A.L.R.3d 967.
Vicarious liability for tort of partner in law
firm, 70 A.L.R.3d 1298.
Attorney's liability for negligence in case involving domestic relations, 78 A.L.R.3d 255.
Malpractice in settling or failing to settle client's case, 87 A.L.R.3d 168.
Propriety and prejudicial effect of permitting
non-party to be seated at counsel table, 87
A.L.R.3d 238.
Verbal abuse of another attorney, 87
A.L.R.3d 351.
Restitution by attorney as mitigating circumstance in action against attorney based on
wrongful conduct creating liability to client, 95
A.L.R.3d 724.
Liability for abuse of process, 97 A.L.R.3d
688.
Propriety of attorney who has represented
corporation acting for corporation in controversy with officer, director, or stockholder, 1
A.L.R.4th 1124.
Rights of attorneys leaving firm with respect
to firm clients, 1 A.L.R.4th. 1164.
Modern status of rules and standards as to
adequacy of representation in state courts generally, 2 A.L.R.4th 27.
Applicability to evidence or testimony in
subsequent action between parties originally
represented contemporaneously by same attorney, with reference to communication to or
from one party, 4 A.L.R.4th 765.
Modern status of law regarding solicitation
of business by or for attorney, 5 A.L.R.4th 866.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation, 6 A.L.R.4th 16.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client regarding speedy trial and
related matters, 6 A.L.R.4th 1208.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client regarding plea bargaining, 8
A.L.R.4th 660.
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Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client regarding guilty plea, 10
A.L.R.4th 8.
Adequacy of representation regarding search
and seizure; 12 A.L.R.4th 318.
Attorney's failure to attend court, or tardiness, as contempt, 13 A.L.R.4th 122.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client regarding post-plea remedies, 13 A.L.R.4th 533.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client, 14 A.L.R.4th 227.
Adequacy of defense counsel's representation
of criminal client regarding appellate and postconviction remedies, 15 A.L.R.4th 582.
Circumstances giving rise to prejudicial conflict between criminal defendant and defense
counsel, 18 A.L.R.4th 360.
Defendant's right to contribution or indemnity from original tortfeasor in legal malpractice case, 20 A.L.R.4th 338.
Authority of trial judge to impose costs or
other sanctions against attorney who fails to
appear at, or proceed with, scheduled trial, 29
A.L.R.4th 160.
Privilege as to communications between lay
representative in judicial or administrative
proceedings and client, 31 A.L.R.4th 1226.
When statute of limitations begins to run

78-51-27.

upon action against attorney for malpractice,
32 A.L.R.4th 260.
Attorney as witness for client in civil proceedings - modern state cases, 35 A.L.R.4th
810.
Propriety of attorney acting as both counsel
and class member or representative in class
actions, 37 A.L.R.4th 751.
Liability of attorney for improper or ineffective incorporation of client, 40 A.L.R.4th 535.
Suicide of client based on attorney's act or
omission, 41 A.L.R.4th 351.
Propriety and prejudicial effect of comments
by counsel vouching for credibility of witness,
45 A.L.R.4th 602.
Liability of attorney acting for client for malicious prosecution, 46 A.L.R.4th 249.
Attorneys' fees: obduracy as basis for statecourt award, 49 A.L.R.4th 825.
Right of attorney to conduct ex parte interviews with corporate party's nonmanagement
employees, 50 A.L.R.4th 652.
Legal malpractice liability for advising client to commit crime or unlawful act, 51 A.L.R.
4th 1227.
Propriety and prejudicial effect of comments
by counsel vouching for credibility of witness-federal cases, 78 A.L.R. Fed. 23.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client~ 14
et seq.

Certain conduct forbidden -

Penalty.

An attorney or counselor shall not:
(1) directly or indirectly buy, or be in any manner interested in buying
or having assigned to him, for the purpose of collection, a bond, promissory note, bill of exchange, book debt, or other thing in action, with the
intent and for the purpose of bringing an action thereon.
(2) by himself, or by or in the name of another person, either before or
after action brought, promise or give, or procure to be promised or given,
a valuable consideration to any person as an inducement to placing, or in
consideration of having placed, in his hands or in the hands of another
person a demand of any kind for the purpose of bringing action thereon or
of representing the claimant in the pursuit of any civil remedy for the
recovery thereof; but this subdivision does not apply to any agreement
between attorneys and counselors to divide between themselves the compensation to be received.
An attorney or counselor who violates either of the foregoing subdivision1? of
this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished accordingly, and
his license to practice may be revoked or suspended.
History: C.L. 1917, § 324xl, added by L.
1927, ch. 78, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-26.

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.
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NOTES TO DECISIONS

Advertisements.
Lawyers have a right, subject to reasonable
restrictions on time, place, and manner, under
the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution, to truthfully advertise in a newspaper the availability and financial terms of
routine legal services. Bates v. State Bar of

Arizona, 433 U.S. 350, 97 S. Ct. 2691, 53 L. Ed.
2d 810, reh'g denied, 434 U.S. 881, 98 S. Ct.
242, 54 L. Ed. 2d 164 (1977).
Supreme Court adopted disciplinary rules on
advertising by lawyers. In re Utah State Bar
Petition, 647 P.2d 991 (Utah 1982).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - In re R.M.J.: The
Scope of Lawyer Advertising Expands, 1983
Utah L. Rev. 99.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law§ 54.
C.J.S.
7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 134.

78-51-28.

A.L.R. - Validity and propriety of arrangement by which attorney pays or advances expenses of client, 8 A.L.R.3d 1155.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client -s=,
18, 33, 37 et seq.

Exceptions.

The next preceding section [§ 78-51-27] does not prohibit an attorney or
counselor from receiving a bond, promissory note, bill of exchange, book debt,
or other thing in action, in payment for property sold, or for services actually
rendered, or for a debt antecedently contracted; or from buying or receiving a
bill of exchange, draft or other thing in action for the purpose of remittance
and without intent to violate that section.
History: C.L. 1917, § 324x2, added by L.
1927, ch. 78, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-27.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 54.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 134.

78-51-29.

Permitting

Key Numbers. 18.

Attorney and Client

use of name forbidden -

-s=,

Penalty.

If an attorney knowingly permits any person, not being his general law
partner or a clerk in his office, to sue out any process or to prosecute or defend
any action in his name as counsel or attorney for another, such attorney, and
every person who so uses his name, is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be
punished accordingly, and his license to practice may be revoked or suspended.
History: C.L. 1917, § 324x4, added by L.
1927, ch. 78, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-28.

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Brigham Young Law Review. - Utah's
Business Name Statutes: "An Invitation to Litigation," 1983 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 795.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law§ 60.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 43
to 45.
A.L.R. - Validity of state judicial or bar

78-51-30.

Partnership

association rule forbidding use of law firm
name unless it contains exclusively names of
persons who are or were members of that
state's bar, as it applies to out-of-state law
firm, 33 A.L.R.4th 404.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client <S=>
32.

with public prosecutor.

An attorney who directly or indirectly advises in relation to, or aids or
promotes the defense of, any action or proceeding in any court, the prosecution
of which is carried on, aided or promoted by a person as public prosecutor with
whom such attorney is directly or indirectly connected as a partner; or who,
having himself prosecuted or in any manner aided or promoted any action or
proceeding in any court as public prosecutor, afterwards directly or indirectly
advises in relation to, or takes any part in, the defense thereof as an attorney
or otherwise; or who takes or receives any valuable consideration from or on
behalf of any defendant in any such action upon any understanding or agreement whatever, express or implied, relating to the defense thereof, is guilty of
a misdemeanor and shall be punished accordingly, and his license to practice
may be revoked or suspended.
History: C.L. 1917, § 324x5, added by L.
1927, ch. 78, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-29;
L. 1971, ch. 216, § 1.

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
A.L.R. - Constitutionality and instruction
of statute prohibiting a prosecuting attorney
from engaging in the private practice of law, 6
A.L.R.3d 562.

78-51-31.

Key Numbers. 30.

Attorney and Client

<S=>

Deceit and collusion.

An attorney and counselor who is guilty of deceit or collusion, or who consents thereto, with intent to deceive a court or judge or a party to an action or
proceeding is liable to be disbarred, and shall forfeit to the injured party
treble damages to be recovered in a civil action.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L.1907, § 115; C.L.
1917, § 325; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-30.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law §§ 41, 48.
C.J.S. - 7A. C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 149.

Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client <S=>
33.
A.L.R. - Liability of attorney, acting for client, for malicious prosecution, 46 A.L.R.4th
249.
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Authority

of attorneys

78-51-33

and counselors.

An attorney and counselor has authority:
(1) to execute in the name of his client a bond or other written instrument necessary and proper for the prosecution of an action or proceeding
about to be or already commenced, or for the prosecution or defense of any
right growing out of an action, proceeding or final judgment rendered
therein.
(2) to bind his client in any of the steps of an action or proceeding by
his agreement filed with the clerk or entered upon the minutes of the
court, and not otherwise.
(3) to receive money claimed by his client in an action or proceeding
during the pendency thereof or after judgment, unless a revocation of his
authority is filed, and, upon payment thereof and not otherwise, to discharge the claim or acknowledge satisfaction of the judgment.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 115; C.L.
1917, § 326; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-31.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Forgery.
Interest on lawyers' trust accounts.
Forgery.
This section does not authorize an attorney
to forge his client's name to a negotiable instrument such as a settlement check and does
not preclude an attorney's conviction for forgery as a matter of law when he does so; however, when an attorney acts pursuant to the
general authority granted by this section he
may not later be convicted of forgery. State v.
Musselman, 667 P.2d 1061 (Utah 1983).

Interest on lawyers' trust accounts.
Petition to implement a program to hold the
interest on lawyers' trust accounts for the benefit of a nonprofit, law-related charitable foundation was approved. In re Interest on Lawyers' Trust Accounts, 672 P.2d 406 (Utah
1983).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 129 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 191 to 192.
A.L.R. - Attorney's submission of dispute

78-51-33.

to arbitration, or amendment of arbitration
agreement, without client's knowledge or consent, 48 A.L.R.4th 127.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ea,
77, 78, 79.

Proof of authority for appearance.

The court may on motion of either party and on the showing of reasonable
grounds therefor require the attorney for the adverse party, or for any one of
several adverse parties, to produce or prove by his own oath or otherwise the
authority under which he appears, and until he does so may stay all proceedings by him on behalf of the parties for whom he assumes to appear.
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History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 116; C.L.
1917, § 327; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-32.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Effect of appearance by attorney.
Appearance by attorney is prima facie, but
only prima facie, evidence of his authority to

act for a party whom he assumes to represent.
Blyth & Fargo Co. v. Swenson, 15 Utah 345, 49
P. 1027 (1897).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 149.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 170.

78-51-34.

Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client®" 68
et seq.

Change of attorney.

The attorney in any action or special proceeding may be changed at any
time before judgment or final determination, as follows:
(1) upon his own consent, filed with the clerk or entered upon the
minutes.
(2) upon the order of the court or judge thereof upon the application of
the client, after notice to the attorney.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 117; C.L.
1917, § 328; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-33.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Notice of withdrawal.
Order of substitution.
Notice of withdrawal.
Where counsel who filed an answer for defendants had attempted to withdraw from the
case before the day set for trial, but did not
give notice or have a minute entry made of his
withdrawal, as required by this section, the
court did not err in proceeding with the trial in
absence of the defendants or their attorney,
since the plaintiffs counsel and the court were
justified in relying upon the notice given the
attorney for defendants until such time as he
had withdrawn from the case as provided by

statute. Staheli v. Adams, 56 Utah 276, 190 P.
781 (1920).
Order of substitution.
Where circumstances leading to an application for substitution of attorneys indicate bad
faith, collusion, fraud, or attempt to cheat an
attorney of record out of his just claims, the
court will not make an order of substitution
until such claims are paid. Sandberg v. Victor
Gold & Silver Mining Co., 18 Utah 66, 55 P. 74
(1898).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 168 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 227 et seq.
A.L.R. - Withdrawal, discharge, or substi-

tution of counsel in criminal case as ground for
continuance, 73 A.L.R.3d 725.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client ®"
75, 76(1).
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78-51-35.

Effect -

Notice of change.

When an attorney is changed as provided in the next preceding section
of a new
attorney or of the appearance of the party in person must be given to the
adverse party; until then he must recognize the former attorney.
[§ 78-51-34), written notice of the change and of the substitution

History: R.S. 1898 & C.L.1907, § 118; C.L.
1917, § 329; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-34.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Necessity for notice of change.
Under this section, an attorney who has appeared for a party may be treated as such by
opposing counsel until opposing counsel is noti-

fied of dismissal or change of attorneys. Notice
of appeal may be served upon him. Salina Canyon Coal Co. v. Klemm, 76 Utah 372, 290 P.
161 (1930).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

§

C.J.S. 232.

78-51-36.

Key Numbers. 75, 76(1).

7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client

Attorney and Client

<11=>

Notice to appoint successor.

When an attorney dies or is removed or suspended, or ceases to act as such,
a party to an action or proceeding for whom he was acting as attorney must,
before any further proceedings are had against him be required by the adverse
party, by written notice, to appoint another attorney or to appear in person.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L.1907, § 119; C.L.
1917, § 330; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-35.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Ceasing to act as attorney.
Failure to appoint counsel.
Withdrawal of attorney.
Ceasing to act as attorney.
Trial court was held not to have abused its
discretion in proceeding with a trial after the
attorney for the defendant had withdrawn
from the case only after he was ordered to do so
by the defendant since this section does not
apply where the attorney for any reason declines to go on with a particular case while still
continuing in practice. Van Cott v. Wall, 53
Utah 282, 178 P. 42 (1919).
Failure to appoint counsel.
Failure to engage counsel after written notice is given by the adverse party, in and of
itself, is not an adequate basis to support a
dismissal with prejudice or default against a

litigant, as he has the alternative to proceed
pro se. Utah Oil Co. v. Harris, 565 P.2d 1135
(Utah 1977).
Withdrawal of attorney.
Statute did not entitle a defendant to have a
default judgment, taken against him when his
attorney withdrew, set aside since the plaintiff
had not demanded that the defendant get new
counsel and there was nothing in the record to
indicate that the defendant's withdrawing
counsel had died, was removed or was suspended from practice of law. Security Adjustment Bureau, Inc. v. West, 20 Utah 2d 292,437
P.2d 214 (1968).
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COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Arn. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 178.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§ 231.

78-51-37.

Key Numbers. 75(1), 82.

Attorney and Client e=-

Conviction of crime - Judgment of disbarment
- Duty of clerks of court.

Upon conviction of an attorney and counselor of felony, or misdemeanor
involving moral turpitude, the judgment of the Supreme Court must be that
the name of the accused be stricken from the roll of attorneys and counselors
of the court, and that he be precluded from practicing as such attorney or
counselor in all the courts of this state; upon conviction in other cases, the
judgment of the court may be, according to the gravity of the offense charged,
deprivation of the right to practice as an attorney or counselor in the courts of
this state permanently or for a limited period. The clerk of the court in which
any such conviction is had must within thirty days thereafter transmit to the
Supreme Court a certified copy of the record of conviction, which shall be
conclusive evidence thereof.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, §§ 120,
121, 132; C.L. 1917, §§ 331, 332, 343; R.S.
1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-36.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Conclusiveness of judgment of conviction.
Moral turpitude.
-Generally.
-Illustrative
cases.
-Time of crime.
Conclusiveness of judgment of conviction.
While a certified copy of the record of conviction precludes the Supreme Court from making
any further inquiry on the question of whether
a defendant was convicted, there is nothing in
this section which prevents consideration of
the transcript of the evidence to determine
whether the crime of which the defendant attorney was convicted involved moral turpitude.
In re Pearce, 103 Utah 522, 136 P.2d 969
(1943).
Moral turpitude.
-Generally.
Under this section if the conviction is of a
felony this court must strike the attorney's
name from the roll of attorneys and counselors
and preclude the attorney from practicing law
regardless of whether it involves moral turpitude or not. If the conviction is of a misdemeanor and involves moral turpitude, the

same result is reached. However, if the conviction is of a misdemeanor, and it does not involve moral turpitude, then the judgment of
the court may be in accordance with the gravity of the offense charged and the attorney may
be deprived of his right to practice either permanently or for a limited time only. In re
Pearce, 103 Utah 522, 136 P.2d 969 (1943).
Anything done knowingly contrary to justice, honesty or good morals involves moral
turpitude. Crimes malum in se involve moral
turpitude. Moral turpitude implies something
immoral in itself regardless of its being punishable by law. Accordingly, it was held that
conviction of the crime of conspiring to permit,
allow, assist and enable houses of ill-fame and
gambling houses to be kept, maintained and
operated in one of the cities of this state involves moral turpitude. In re Pearce, 103 Utah
522, 136 P.2d 969 (1943).
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-Illustrative
cases.
Under this section an attorney is guilty of
"moral turpitude" who indulges in invective or
in scandalous innuendo that tends to degrade
the court or to impair its respectability and
usefulness. In re Hilton, 48 Utah 172, 158 P.
691, 1918A Ann. Cas. 271 (1916).

-Time of crime.
Under this section it does not make any difference whether the crime of which the attorney was convicted was committed while acting
in his professional capacity or not, the test being whether it involves moral turpitude. In re
Pearce, 103 Utah 522, 136 P.2d 969 (1943).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 74 et seq.
C.J.S. - 7 C.J.S. Attorney and Client§§ 71
to 74.
A.L.R. - Violation of securities regulations
as ground of disciplinary action against attorney, 18 A.L.R.3d 1408.
Homicide or assault as ground for disciplinary measures against attorney, 21 A.L.R.3d
887.
Federal income tax conviction as involving
moral turpitude warranting disciplinary action
against attorney, 63 A.L.R.3d 476.

78-51-38.

Suretyship

-

Federal income tax conviction as constituting nonprofessional misconduct warranting
disciplinary action against attorney,
63
A.L.R.3d 509.
Conviction in foreign or federal jurisdiction
as ground for disciplinary action, 98 A.L.R.3d
357.
Moral turpitude justifying action against attorney, 99 A.L.R.3d 288.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and Client
39.

=

Attorney forbidden to assume.

No practicing attorney and counselor shall become a surety in any civil or
criminal action or proceeding in which he is engaged as attorney.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 133; C.L.
1917, § 344; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-37.
NOTES TO DECISIONS

Purpose of section.
In order to prevent attorneys from having
undue interest in litigation in which they ·are

employed as counsel, they are prohibited from
becoming surety for their clients. McWhirter v.
Donaldson, 36 Utah 293, 104 P. 731 (1909).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

C.J.S. § 133.

78-51-39.

Key Numbers. 17.

7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client

Attorney and Client

=

Certain officials not to practice law.

Sheriffs, clerks of courts and constables, and their deputies, are prohibited
from practicing law or acting as attorneys and counselors, or from having as a
partner an attorney and counselor or anyone who acts as such.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 134; C.L.
1917, § 345; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-38.
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Corporations
and associations
practice - Exceptions.

forbidden

to

It shall be unlawful for any corporation or voluntary association, except
such as are organized for benevolent or charitable purposes, or organizations
approved by the Supreme Court and formed for the purpose of assisting persons without means in the pursuit of civil remedies, to hold itself out to the
public by advertisement or otherwise as being entitled to practice law or to
furnish attorneys or counselors, or to render legal services or advice of any
kind in any action or proceeding, or to solicit directly or indirectly any claim
or demand for the purpose of bringing action thereon. Any corporation or
voluntary association violating any of the provisions of this section is liable to
a fine of not more than $5,000; and every officer, agent or employee of such
corporation or voluntary association who directly or indirectly engages on
behalf of such corporation or voluntary association in any of the acts herein
prohibited, or assists such corporation or voluntary association to do such
prohibited acts, is guilty of a misdemeanor. The fact that such officer, agent or
employee is a duly and regularly licensed attorney-at-law shall not be held to
permit or allow any such corporation or voluntary association to do the acts
prohibited herein, nor shall such fact be a defense upon the trial of any of the
persons mentioned herein for a violation of the provisions of this section.
History: C.L. 1917, § 345xl, added by L.
1927, ch. 78, § 1; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-39.
Cross-References. - Professional corporations, § 16-11-1 et seq.

Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201,
76-3-204, 76-3-301.

NOTES TO DECISIONS

Unemployment compensation review.
A corporation bringing a petition for writ of
review challenging an unemployment compen-

sation award must be represented by a licensed
attorney. Tracy-Burke Assocs. v. Department
of Emp. Sec., 699 P.2d 687 (Utah 1985).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 109.
C.J.S. - 19 C.J.S. Corporations § 956.
A.L.R. - Practice by attorneys and physicians as corporate entities or associations under professional service corporation statutes, 4
A.L.R.3d 383.
Propriety and effect of corporation's appearance pro se, through agent who is not attorney,
19 A.L.R.3d 1073.
Right of professional corporation to recover
damages based on injury or death of attorney
or doctor associate, 74 A.L.R.3d 1129.

Propriety, under state statutes or bar association or court rules, of formation of multistate
law partnership, 6 A.L.R.4th 1251.
What constitutes
professional
services
within meaning of statute preserving individual liability of professional employees of professional corporation, association, or partnership, 31 A.L.R.4th 898.
Liability of professional corporation of lawyers, or individual members thereof, for malpractice or other tort of another member, 39
A.L.R.4th 556.
Key Numbers. - Corporations ,s;, 377½.
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Compensation

-

78-51-41

Lien.

The compensation of an attorney and counselor for his services is governed
by agreement, express or implied, which is not restrained· by law. From the
commencement of an action, or the service of an answer containing a counterclaim, the attorney who appears for a party has a lien upon his client's cause
of action or counterclaim, which attaches to a verdict, report, decision or
judgment in his client's favor and to the proceeds thereof in whosesoever
hands they may come, and cannot be affected by any settlement between the
parties before or after judgment.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 135; C.L.
1917, § 346; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-40.

Cross-References. - Costs of partition including attorney fees a lien, § 78-39-45.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Agreement controls fees.
Attachment of lien.
Contingent fees.
Death of client.
Divorce cases.
Judgment for costs.
Judgment not in client's favor.
Lien follows judgment proceeds.
Perfecting lien.
Redemption rights.
Satisfaction of judgment.
Status of lien.
Withdrawal after reversal on appeal.
Workmen's compensation cases.
Agreement controls fees.
Where an attorney agreed to make a collection for a fee of 20%, he was bound by such
contract and could not upon collection retain
50% on the ground that he was entitled to a
reasonable fee. Ashton v. Skeen, 85 Utah 489,
39 P.2d 1073 (1935).
Since the judiciary does not regulate attorneys in the sense that it supervises them in
their office transactions, the matter of fixing
fees is generally a matter of agreement.
Thatcher v. Industrial Comm'n, 115 Utah 568,
207 P.2d 178 (1949).
The attorney's fee is left to agreement between attorney and client subject to right of
the court to discipline an attorney where the
fee charged is unconscionable, or advantage is
taken of the ignorance of the client. Thatcher
v. Industrial Comm'n, 115 Utah 568, 207 P.2d
178 (1949).
Attachment of lien.
Attorney's lien exists only from the commencement of the action, and not from the
time of employment or retainer. Broadbent v.
Denver & R.G. Ry., 48 Utah 598, 160 P. 1185
(1916).

Lien attaches from commencement of action
upon judgment in his client's favor and upon
proceeds thereof, in whatsoever hands they
may come; that lien can only be lost by waiver
or such acts on the part of the attorney as
would constitute an estoppel. Lundy v.
Cappuccio, 54 Utah 420, 181 P. 165 (1919).
It is generally held that attorney's fees, in
absence of intention or agreement to the contrary, attach to specific cases or items of work.
Bishop v. Parker, 103 Utah 145, 134 P.2d 180
(1943).
Contingent fees.
Where the plaintiff's attorney was to receive
a contingent fee of 1/a of whatever was obtained
from the defendant, whether money or property, and the judgment obtained was satisfied
by a sheriff's sale of defendant's realty to the
plaintiff in which the plaintiff's bid was less
than the amount owed on the judgment by the
defendant, the plaintiff's attorney held a 1/a interest in the land the plaintiff purchased since
the land was paid for with the judgment debt,
1/a of which belonged to the attorney. Petrie v.
General Contracting Co., 17 Utah 2d 408, 413
P.2d 600 (1966).
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and by causing the same to be recorded in said
office. Norton v. Mclninch, 50 Utah 253, 166 P.
984 (1917).

Death of client.
Authority of an attorney under contract to
prosecute an action to final adjudication on a
contingent fee basis is not revoked by the
death of the client; employment by an administrator is unnecessary, and any recovery is subject to the lien for attorney's fee hereunder. In
re Agee's Estate, 69 Utah 130, 252 P. 891
(1927).

Redemption rights.
Holder or assignee of a recorded attorney's
lien has the right to redeem property subject to
that lien from the purchaser at a sheriff's sale
following mortgage foreclosure of the property.
Downey State Bank v. Major-Blakeney Corp.,
578 P.2d 1286 (Utah 1978).

Divorce cases.
Lien under this section attaches to all cases,
including divorce actions. Hampton v. Hampton, 85 Utah 338, 39 P.2d 703 (1935).
Judgment for costs.
Attorneys were held to have had a lien on a
judgment for costs, awarded a client by the Supreme Court, for money advanced by them for
the purpose of enabling the client to take an
appeal. Victor Gold & Silver Mining Co. v. National Bank, 18 Utah 87, 55 P. 72, 72 Am. St.
R. 767 (1898).
Judgment not in client's favor.
The lien provided by this section does not
apply where judgment is against the attorney's
client. Flake v. Frandsen, 578 P.2d 516 (Utah
1978).
Lien follows judgment proceeds.
Lien attaches from commencement of an action upon judgment in the client's favor and
upon proceeds thereof in whatsoever hands
they may come; the lien can only be lost by
waiver or estoppel, not by a subsequent attachment or garnishment; the lien follows a proceeding of judgment into the hands of garnishment creditors; where intervening attorneys
had not diligently attempted to enforce their
lien and the amount of compensation had not
been agreed on with the client, the court would
not compel the garnishment debtor to pay the
amount of the lien without an effort first being
made to collect from the garnishment creditors
who had actually received the proceeds of judgment. Lundy v. Cappuccio, 54 Utah 420, 181 P.
165 (1919).
Perfecting lien.
Lien is perfected by the attorney's filing his
notice of claim of attorney's lien under this section in the office of the county recorder of the
county in which the action was commenced,

Satisfaction of judgment.
Although an attorney may have a lien upon
proceeds of the judgment for collection of his
fee, this does not give him a personal right to
execute against the other party; a satisfaction
of judgment signed by the judgment creditor
cannot be vacated without action and hearing
in equity. Utah C. V. Fed. Credit Union v. Jenkins, 528 P.2d 1187 (Utah 1974).
Status of lien.
The attorney holding a lien under this section upon his client's cause of action and/or
judgment stands in no better position with respect to others than does his client. Lundeberg
v. Dastrup, 28 Utah 2d 28,497 P.2d 648 (1972).
Under this section an attorney may prosecute a client's action to judgment for the purpose of protecting his lien for the amount of his
fee, such lien not being subject to be defeated
by an unauthorized settlement by the client.
Jeffries v. Third Judicial Dist. Court, 90 Utah
525, 63 P.2d 242 (1936).
Withdrawal after reversal on appeal.
Lien did not arise in favor of an attorney who
withdrew from a case after having obtained reversal of an adverse judgment since in such a
case, there were no proceeds to which a lien
could attach and since, when the attorney
withdrew from the case, he left the client in the
position in which he found him, i.e., with the
lawsuit yet to be tried. Midvale Motors, Inc. v.
Saunders, 21 Utah 2d 181, 442 P.2d 938 (1968).
Workmen's compensation cases.
Although a 50% contingent attorney's fee
contract was admitted as between the parties
in a compensation case, such a contract was
not binding upon the industrial commission,
notwithstanding this section. Ellis v. Industrial Comm'n, 91 Utah 432, 64 P.2d 363 (1937).

COLLATERAL REFERENCES

Utah Law Review. - The Contingent Fee:
Disciplinary Rule, Ethical Consideration, or
Free Competition?, 1979 Utah L. Rev. 547.
Attorney's Fees in Utah, 1984 Utah L. Rev.
553.
Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 237.

C.J.S. -

7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client

§§ 280 et seq., 357 et seq.

A.L.R. - Right of attorney admitted in one
state to recover compensation for services rendered in another state where he was not admitted to the bar, 11 A.L.R.3d 907.
Construction of contingent fee contract as re-
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gards compensation for services after judgment
or on appeal, 13 A.L.R.3d 673.
Validity and effect of contract for attorney's
compensation made after inception of attorneyclient relationship, 13 A.L.R.3d 701.
Infant's liability for services rendered by attorney at law under contract with him, 13
A.L.R.3d 1251.
Right of attorney appointed by court for indigent accused to, and court's power to award,
compensation by public, in absence of statute
or court rule, 21 A.L.R.3d 819.
Attorney's right to compensation as affected
by disbarment or suspension before complete
performance, 24 A.L.R.3d 1193.
Time from which interest begins to run on
fee or disbursements owed by client to attorney, 29 A.L.R.3d 824.
Attorney's death prior to final adjudication
or settlement of case as affecting compensation
under contingent fee contract, 33 A.L.R.3d
•
1375.
Amount of attorney's compensation in absence of contract or statute fixing amount, 57
A.L.R.3d 475.
Amount of attorneys' fees in matters involving commercial and general business activities, 58 A.L.R.3d 235.
Validity of statute allowing attorney's fee to

78-51-42.

Refusing

successful claimant but not to defendant, or
vice versa, 73 A.L.R.3d 515.
Circumstances under which attorney has
right to compensation notwithstanding voluntary withdrawal from case, 88 A.L.R.3d 246.
Fee collection practices as ground for disciplinary action, 91 A.L.R.3d 583.
Quantum meruit recovery where attorney
employed under contingency contract is discharged without cause, 92 A.L.R.3d 690.
Method employed in collecting debt due ciient as ground for disciplinary action against
attorney, 93 A.L.R.3d 880.
Validity and construction of state statute or
court rule fixing maximum fees for attorney
appointed to represent indigent, 3 A.L.R.4th
576.
Charging excessive fee as ground for disciplinary ·action, 11 A.L.R.4th 133.
Attorney's charging lien as including services rendered or disbursements made in other
than instant action or proceeding, 23 A.L.R.4th
336.
Priority between lien for fees and judgment
creditor's lien, 34 A.L.R.4th 665.
Attorney's retaining lien as affected by action to collect legal fees, 45 A.L.R.4th 198.
Key Numbers. - Attorney and. Client ®"'
130 et seq., 171 et seq.

to pay over money -

Penalty.

An attorney and counselor who receives money or property of his client in
the course of his professional business and who refuses to pay or deliver the
same to the person entitled thereto within a reasonable time after demand is
guilty of a misdemeanor.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 136; C.L.
1917, § 347; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-41.

Cross-References. - Sentencing for misdemeanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

Procedure against attorney.
Cited.
Procedure against attorney.
An attorney should not be summarily pronounced guilty of withholding funds belonging
to a client, which constitutes a criminal offense
under this section, without a charge or an issue

and an opportunity to be heard. In re Evans, 42
Utah 282, 130 P. 217 (1913).
Cited in In re McCune, 717 P.2d 701 (Utah
1986).
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Am. Jur. 2d. - 7 Am. Jur. 2d Attorneys at
Law § 51.
C.J.S. - 7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client
§§ 149, 263 et seq.

78-51-43.

Exception

-

Key Numbers. 33, 116 et seq.

Attorney and Client

e=,

Demand for bond.

When an attorney and counselor claims to be entitled to a lien upon money
or property of his client in his possession he is not liable to the penalty of the
next preceding section [§ 78-51-42], unless he neglects or refuses to pay or
deliver such money or property to the person entitled thereto upon such person giving a bond with sufficient surety, to be approved by the clerk of the
district court, conditioned for the payment of the amount of such attorney's
claim when legally established.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 137; C.L.
1917, § 348; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-42.
COLLATERAL REFERENCES

§

C.J.S. 264.

78-51-44.

Key Numbers. 127, 128.

7A C.J.S. Attorney and Client

Exception

Attorney and Client

e=,

on giving bond.

Nor shall the attorney and counselor be liable as aforesaid, ifhe shall give a
sufficient bond, to be approved by the clerk of the district court, conditioned
that he will pay or deliver the whole or any portion of such money or property
to the claimant in the event such claimant shall finally establish his right
thereto.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 138; C.L.
1917, § 349; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 6-0-43.

CHAPTERS 52 TO 55
RESERVED
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